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CHAPTER 2

Preface

Applied economics – the place where theory and empiricism meet. It is today,

besides the core, one of two economic fields. Walras already used pure, applied

and social economics for what is true, useful and just1. Mill and others origi-

nally introduced the term the art of political economy, which Keynes proposed

to change to applied economics2.

Applied economics provides the link between economic theory and real life,

typically in form of field data, economic or political application, experiments,

reduction of abstraction or, less common but generally possible, narrative doc-

umentation. This thesis focuses on this interaction between theory and empiri-

cism. The usual direction follows economic theory to empirical analysis, e.g.

abstract economic theory is tested with real life data. Yet, the other direction

is conceivable as well, e.g. economic theory which is inspired or triggered by

real life observations. The three papers presented in this thesis encircle that

interaction point with shifting focuses.

The first paper, “Herding Behavior between Rating Agencies,” has a clear em-

pirical focus. It provides an apt example for a situation where the empirical

proof of a theoretical result was harder to find than expected. Its fundamen-

tal question asks if herding behavior exists between rating agencies. In other

words, are the big rating agencies3 affected by one another? The 2007 finan-

cial crisis increased the attention paid to credit rating agencies. Although

the public debate focused on rating accuracy, the informational value of rat-

ings are also an issue, particularly for investors or other market participants

who consider more than one rating. If ratings by different agencies are not

1See Jaffé (1983).
2For a more detailed discussion see e.g. Backhouse and Biddle (2000).
3S&P, Moody’s and Fitch
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independent, their informational value is smaller, even if herding might lead

to a higher accuracy of the individual rating. Therefore, herding is socially

inefficient even if it might be, as we argue, rational.

Theoretical models4 predict that rating agencies herd. Yet, an empirical val-

idation is difficult because all ratings are based on fundamental information

about the firm they rate as well as other economic data. Therefore, we are

faced with the problem of separating the effects of other agencies from the

effects of fundamental data. Previous studies focus on leader-follower anal-

yses, wherein they studied the dynamics of rating changes5. However, if we

accept that agencies do not react immediately to a change in fundamental

information, sequential rating changes are insufficient to detect a causal herd-

ing behavior between agencies. Hence, the majority of these studies prefer

the term convergence instead of herding. Nevertheless, they generally suggest

that the amount of convergence is too large to be justified by fundamental

information alone.

We use an instrumental variable approach to address these problems. To be-

gin, we had to identify an instrument that has an effect on one agency without

directly affecting other agencies and that is not correlated with the fundamen-

tal information. We found these criteria met in the agencies’ analysts. The use

of individuals, who are responsible for specific decisions, is recently becoming

more popular, albeit in different contexts. The most prominent example is the

use of judges as instruments to study causal effects of the judicial system6.

Luckily, the first condition of an informative instrument has already been ad-

dressed by Fracassi et al. (2016), who show that analysts have a significant

influence on the ratings of their agencies. We are careful to ensure our in-

struments are valid, i.e. that they are not correlated with the error term in

our estimation, comparably to the judicial studies. We conclude that there is

indeed herding behavior between these agencies.

The second paper, “Difference in Competition Intensity between Simultane-

ous and Sequential Contests – An Empirical Analysis,” starts the contest or

tournament chapters of this thesis. A contest is a situation in which several

contestants compete against each other, with the result of either a winner

4e.g. Mathis et al. (2009) and Mariano (2012)
5e.g. Güttler (2011), Norden and Weber (2009), Alsakka and Ap Gwilym (2010), Lugo

et al. (2014)
6e.g. Chang and Schoar (2013), Aizer and Doyle Jr (2015), Dobbie et al. (2018)
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or a rank order. Such situations are omnipresent in economics and daily life

including job promotions, political elections or sports contests.

In fact, sports contests provide an ideal setting for testing contest theory

models because of their literal competition conditions. As such, many of the

problems we faced in the previous paper did not apply. However, because our

goal was to compare simultaneous and sequential contests, we were provided

with a different problem. Most sports contests have a sequential or simulta-

neous structure; we needed a sport where the same contestants compete in

both situations. These conditions were met in the winter sport biathlon. In

this case, the same athletes compete in a simultaneous contest, called “Mass

Start”, and sequential contests, called “Sprint” and “Individual”.

We present well established models for simultaneous and sequential contests

with heterogeneous agents7. Comparing these two contests, the model predicts

a higher competition intensity in a simultaneous contest. We test this hypoth-

esis with data from the biathlon world-cup and confirm that its predictions

apply in the biathlon sport.

The third paper, “Timing Dynamics in Risk-Taking Contests,” analyzes con-

test risk decisions, in contrast to effort decisions analyzed in the second paper.

Here, we provide an example for a model triggered by the real life observation

that leading managers in mutual fund tournaments were more likely to gamble

than trailing ones. This scenario was originally considered as evidence against

tournament theory and inspired the model of Taylor (2003). Nieken and Sliwka

(2010) provide a generalization and experimental evidence for the model. We

extend the model of Nieken and Sliwka (2010) to a range of different dynamics

to develop a model that covers a larger range of possible applications.8

This model extension happens in two steps. First, we extend the model

to a sequential contest. Comparing simultaneous structures with sequential

structures is the necessary requirement for the next step. Second, we extend

the model to an endogenous timing model, i.e. there is no fixed move order and

timing is part of contestants’ strategies. The starting point in game theory is

typically a simultaneous game. Yet, applying it directly to a real life example

leads often to interpretation difficulties. Therefore, in teaching we begin with

a phrase similar to: “Imagine there are two prisoners locked in two different

7e.g. Leininger (1993), Morgan (2003), Ludwig (2012)
8The task of applied economics is not only the application or confirmation of core theory

but also making it more applicable.
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cells...,” explaining the well-known prisoner’s dilemma. Luckily, not every

decision is made by two people separated into different rooms. Hence, for a

lot of situations it seems more suitable that players can observe each other

and take their actions any time they like. However, the outcome of such a

model does often not differ from the simultaneous model. In fact, there are

no differences in our contest model as long as there is no cost of waiting, i.e.

no time dependent discounting. Differences only occur in parts of the range of

parameters after introducing a discount factor.
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CHAPTER 3

Herding Behavior between Rating

Agencies

with

Alexander Rieber

Abstract

We investigate whether credit rating agencies systematically follow each other’s

rating decisions. Therefore, we rely on the rotation of rating analysts within

credit rating agencies and their impact on the rating. Using this institutional

setup, we disentangle causal herding behavior from simple co-movement be-

tween credit rating agencies due to changes in firm fundamentals. Rating

analysts have substantial influence on ratings, and we use their individual op-

timism or pessimism as instrumental variables to estimate causal effects of a

rating change induced by an analyst on other agencies’ ratings. For our com-

prehensive sample of U.S. and European firms, rated between 1995 - 2016 by

S&P, Moody’s and Fitch, we find significant herding behavior among credit

rating agencies. The average herding behavior amounts to 0.4 notches for a

one notch change at another credit rating agency, which is roughly half the

size of the simple co-movement between credit rating agencies.
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3.1 Introduction

The market for credit rating agencies (CRAs) is highly concentrated, with

three CRAs controlling 95% of its share1. This oligopoly could be problematic,

especially when ratings of different CRAs are not independent of each other,

i.e. one CRA follows another CRA in its rating decisions. The economic

literature dealing with the interdependency of CRAs has documented such

a rating co-movement between different CRAs, see e.g. Güttler (2011) or

Norden and Weber (2009). However, CRAs themselves proclaim not to include

rating information from other CRAs and argue serious reputation concerns

keep them away from reacting to outside rating actions (see e.g. Cantor and

Packer (1995) or Becker and Milbourn (2011)). It is difficult to interpret co-

movement causally because all CRAs use the same fundamental data for their

rating decisions and (sequential) changes of ratings could reflect a (sequential)

re-evaluation of a given firm by each CRA, arriving at the same rating decision.

As a result, our study deals with herding between CRAs, which we define

as the part of co-movement between CRAs that is not based on changes in

fundamental information other than the rating itself.

There are two primary reasons herding is likely to occur between CRAs,

especially with reputation concerns, see e.g. Mathis et al. (2009) or Mariano

(2012). First, CRAs should take all available information into account when

providing a rating. The rating of another agency is valuable information which

can increase rating accuracy. Second, the rating of another CRA can have a

direct effect on the credibility of the rated firm because it might influence its

capital access (see e.g. Cantor and Packer (1995), Devenow and Welch (1996)

and Lugo et al. (2014)). However, herding among CRAs is problematic because

it undermines the independence of ratings. When ratings are independent,

their informational values are higher than when they include information from

another CRA. As a result, herding is socially inefficient2.

Previous empirical studies focused on the convergence, i.e. the dynamic co-

movement, between CRAs due to the causality problem inherent in the estima-

tion of herding, see e.g. Norden and Weber (2009), Alsakka and Ap Gwilym

(2010), Güttler (2011), and Lugo et al. (2014). These studies employe a leader-

follower analysis, which does not allow for a causal interpretation of the de-

1S&P and Moody’s form a quasi-duopoly, controlling 80% of the international market
while Fitch controls another 15%, see e.g. Ramakrishnan and Scipio (2016).

2Scharfstein and Stein (1990) make similar arguments for individual investors.
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pendence structure between CRAs. If CRAs evaluate fundamental data se-

quentially, we could not differentiate a reaction to fundamental changes from

herding using a leader-follower analysis. As a result, these studies document

differences in the evaluation time of CRAs rather than herding.

In contrast to the previously mentioned empirical studies from the credit rat-

ing literature, we employ an instrumental variable approach to test if CRAs

herd. We use credit rating analysts as instruments and exploit their influ-

ence on corporate ratings. Therefore, we directly build on the work of Fracassi

et al. (2016), stressing the influence of individual analysts on corporate ratings.

Rating analysts may have different interpretations of the same fundamental

information about a firm. In Fracassi et al. (2016), some rating analysts are

generally more optimistic and others more pessimistic than their peers. These

analysts are quasi-randomly assigned to (new) firms within a sector, i.e. CRAs

allocate (new) firms to analysts depending on an analyst’s actual workload ir-

respective of the current rating of a firm or the revenue a CRA can gain from

a rated issuer.3 In our empirical setting, we take advantage of the regular

rotation of analysts and their quasi-random assignment to new firms. Given

that a more pessimistic analyst rotates to a firm where an optimistic analyst

previously issued an optimistic rating, at the margin the more pessimistic an-

alyst might revise the assigned rating, not because firm fundamentals changed

but because he or she judges the same fundamentals differently. Such a rating

change should not lead to a rating change by another CRA. However, if an-

other CRA reacts to such an analyst induced rating change, that reaction is

evidence for herding.

Our analysis is inspired by recent studies using fixed effects of individuals as

instruments. An exemplary study closely related to ours is Aizer and Doyle Jr

(2015), who used the influence of judges to estimate causal effects of juvenile

incarceration on high school completion and adult recidivism. In fact, judge

fixed effects are frequently used as instruments (see e.g. Chang and Schoar

(2013), Dobbie and Song (2015), Dobbie et al. (2018) and Frandsen et al.

(2019) for a resent overview). Another closely related example is Silver (2016)

(physician fixed effects) or more distant related Angrist and Krueger (1991)

3Moody’s and Fitch confirmed to us via e-mail that they assign new firms to analysts
with free capacity within a sector, which is in line with statements presented by Fracassi
et al. (2016). Furthermore the International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO
(2015)) issued a Code of Conduct which explicitly state that analysts are not “compensated
or evaluated by the amount of revenue that the CRA derives from that obligor” (IOSCO (In-
ternational Organization of Securities Commissions (2015), point 2.12 a). Moody’s (2019),
S&P (2018) and Fitch (2017) include comparable statements into their Code of Conduct.
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(month of birth).

We employ a comprehensive sample of over 100 000 rating actions of Moody’s,

S&P and Fitch between 1995 and 2016 to analyze the rating assessment of

CRAs. Our sample includes US-American and EU-European companies, which

have at least one rating action between 1995 and 2016 and are rated by two

or more CRAs.

In our empirical analysis, all three major CRAs are affected by the rating of

another CRA, beyond a simple co-movement based on fundamental informa-

tion. The estimated herding effects are sizable and relevant; a one notch rating

difference induced by an analyst (absent from changes in firm fundamentals)

leads to an average rating reaction by other CRAs in the range of roughly 0.3

to 0.5 notches in the same direction. This result supports the existing litera-

ture, which already suggested that the amount of convergence is too high to

be based solely on fundamental information, see e.g. Güttler and Wahrenburg

(2007).

First, this result is relevant for market participants as the informational value

of a follow-up rating of a different CRA is significantly lower when CRAs herd.

Second, this result is relevant for firms rated by more than one CRA because

the issuer pays model is prevalent in the rating industry and the value of such a

second rating is lower than the initial rating. Third, the informational value is

relevant for lawmakers because they determine the requirements for insurance

or bank contracts. Finally, this result is relevant for CRAs since they may

want to prevent herding behavior4.

3.2 Data

The core of our database is information on credit ratings from the three major

CRAs: Moody’s, S&P and Fitch. We obtain senior issuer ratings from Moody’s

Default and Recovery Database, Fitch Connect and S&P Capital-IQ. Since

our main objective is to study the connection between different CRAs, we

opt to use senior issuer ratings instead of bond ratings because senior issuer

ratings provide an overall assessment of a firm’s credit quality. By using rating

information from each CRA directly, we identify the exact date of a rating

4The rating committees ultimately responsible for the rating of firms where designed,
inter alia, to prevent individual analysts from herding. For more details see S&P (2018),
Moody’s (2019) and Fitch (2017).
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change for all firms covered by each CRA. We transform the alphanumeric

rating provided by each CRA into a numeric scale following Fracassi et al.

(2016).5 To avoid further confusion, note that the best possible rating is 1 and

the worst is 21. As such, a lower rating number corresponds to a better rating.

In conjunction with each rating action, CRAs issue a rating report in which

they explain the objective behind their action. In these reports the name(s)

and job title(s) of the responsible rating analyst(s) are announced. Each of

the three big CRAs – Moody’s, S&P and Fitch – provides a comprehensive

list of rating reports for each firm they currently cover or have covered in the

past. We consider all publicly available rating reports and the inherent ana-

lyst information for Moody’s and Fitch, including reports on rating, watchlist

and outlook changes. Unfortunately, historic rating reports by S&P are not

publicly available and we could not obtain analyst information for S&P.

We consider all reports between 1995 and 2016 labeled “Rating Action” by

Moody’s6 and all reports between 1999 and 2016 labeled “Rating Action Com-

mentary” and “Non-rating Action Commentary” by Fitch7. We include only

English reports in our analysis. There are some days with more than one

report for the same firm by the same CRA. If this is the case and there is con-

flicting analyst information, we take a four-step procedure to filter the main

report and the responsible analysts: (i) We delete reports with less than 10

words because they typically refer to another report; (ii) we keep only the last

report written on this day, if headlines are identical; (iii) we delete methodol-

ogy changes because these reports refer to more than one firm and are often

not written by the responsible analysts for the respective firm. We identify

methodology changes by keywords in their headlines.8 (iv) for the days where

we still observe more than one report we exclude the whole day, because we

cannot perfectly define if there was an analyst change.

After deleting these methodology changes, we extract and adjust analyst

names for our analysis. We correct analyst names including (i) misspelled

names, e.g. Willaim Norris instead of William Norris, after making sure that

this analyst is indeed the one we are looking for. To this end, we check the

period in which the supposed misspelled analyst has been working for the CRA

and discern which firms he or she had covered. In addition, (ii) some analysts

5In the appendix, Table 3.4 outlines this conversion.
6We downloaded the reports from www.moodys.com.
7We downloaded the reports from www.fitchratings.com.
8The keywords we use are in Appendix Table 3.5.
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use a nickname from time to time, e.g. Bill Norris instead of William Norris, or

(iii) they include their middle name, e.g. William J. Norris instead of William

Norris. We exclude these middle names and make sure to capture the same

analyst with a nickname and his or her full name. We adjust the nickname

if we are certain that the analyst is the one we are looking for. The unique

number of analysts and firms covered by each CRA is presented in Table 3.1.

Sample selection

To begin, we match analyst information to rating, outlook and watchlist in-

formation provided by each CRA. Second, we combine the information from

Moody’s, Fitch and S&P, using their Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) information,

CUSIP and Ticker. The LEI is a global 20-digit alphanumeric code uniquely

identifying each company. We obtain a list with all firms in Compustat North-

America and Compustat Global, their name, CUSIP, LEI, Ticker and GVKEY

information from S&P Capital-IQ. In Moody’s Default and Recovery Database

we obtain 6-digit CUSIP and Ticker. Fitch Connect includes LEI and 6-digit

CUSIP. In a first step, we match Moody’s with S&P information based on

their CUSIP. In a second step, we include previously unmatched companies

from Moody’s using their ticker. However, ticker match is error-prone, which

is why we double-check each ticker match manually and keep it only if the

name and business description of both companies match, otherwise we drop

the company. We include information from Fitch using company LEI and, for

companies without LEI, we use their CUSIP. Finally, we restrict our sample

to US-American and EU-European firms and exclude sovereigns. Our final

sample consists of 104 339 event observations on 7 787 firms.

From this event data, we construct a quarterly panel based on GVKEY and

quarter, using the last available senior issuer rating in the firm-quarter as the

quarterly rating for the firm by CRA. We do not consider the information

on outlook or watchlistings, however, we use the reports dealing with such

actions. By using the report information, we assess whether there was an

analyst change in a given quarter in absence of a rating change. However,

when building the panel we do not have continuous information about analysts

between two reports. Similar to senior issuer ratings, we use the last available

analyst information in a given firm-quarter as the information on the analyst in

this quarter. Yet, we opt to consider an analyst only up to the point where he

or she has written the overall last report at the CRA. Employing this approach
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we set analyst information for all firm-quarters to missing if an analyst issued

a last report at the CRA and no new rating report has been released, i.e. we

have no new analyst information. Because we cannot be sure which analyst

is responsible for a firm’s rating during the described firm-quarters we opt to

exclude them9.

Our identification of herding is based on whether the impact of analysts on

the rating of their own CRA translates to rating changes of other CRAs. The

first necessary condition to be fulfilled is that analysts from a CRA have an im-

pact on the rating of their own CRA. Fracassi et al. (2016) already addressed

this issue. They show that some analysts are generally more optimistic or

pessimistic in their rating decision. This general perception significantly influ-

ences a firm’s rating10. In contrast to their study, we use separated firm and

year-quarter fixed effects instead of combined firm×year-quarter fixed effects.

Furthermore, we include the second analyst into our analysis. When we assess

the joint significance for first and second analysts within our setup, we obtain

F-statistics of 25.22 for Moody’s and 14.47 for Fitch. Due to regulatory stan-

dards in Europe11 analysts must rotate the firms they rate. For example, the

lead analyst for a firm must change after a maximum of four years and the

committee chairperson after a maximum of seven years. While S&P included

such a rotation system worldwide, Moody’s and Fitch established it only where

regulatory requirements forced them to do so.12

Table 3.1 provides descriptive statistics of our data. More specifically, each of

the table’s five parts presents the data for the number of firms rated by each

CRA (N of firms), the average rating given by each CRA (Avg. Rating), the

number of distinct first analysts (Analyst 1 ) and the number of distinct second

analysts (Analyst 1 ). The last column represents the number of firm×year-

quarter observations for which a rating from the CRA is available (Rating

Obs.).

S&P rated the most firms and Fitch the least. Hence, observations decrease

when we include Fitch in our analysis. Moody’s and S&P have a comparable

rating distribution, where Moody’s is slightly more conservative in their rat-

9However, this is nearly irrelevant for our results.
10We replicate the analysis of Fracassi et al. (2016) with our data and obtain similar

results with respect to analyst influence on ratings. Using their approach to identify the
joint significance of the analyst effect on ratings of Moody’s or Fitch we obtain F-Statistics
of 9.48, compared to Fracassi et al. (2016) with an F-statistic of 10.56.

11See EU (2009)
12For information on the rotation requirements see EU (2009) as well as Fitch (2017),

S&P (2018) and Moody’s (2019).
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Table 3.1: Statistics for main variables

N of firms Avg. Rating Analyst 1 Analyst 2 Rating Obs.

For each CRA separately

S&P 6952 10.24 225247
Moody’s 4438 10.94 579 541 147715
Fitch 1122 7.95 645 672 47132

Rated by Moody’s and S&P

Moody’s 3512 11.23 502 472 101092
S&P 3512 10.66 101092

Rated by Moody’s and Fitch

Moodys 808 8.52 356 315 29986
Fitch 808 8.13 503 530 29986

Rated by Fitch and S&P

S&P 856 8.31 31287
Fitch 856 8.10 537 588 31287

Rated by all three CRAs

Moody’s 675 8.66 293 274 22883
Fitch 675 8.34 446 477 22883
S&P 675 8.54 22883

The Table presents descriptive statistics for all CRAs in our sample between 1995 and
2016. It is separated into five parts, where the first part presents results for each CRA
separately and in the other four segments dependent for firms rated by two or three CRAs
together. Moody’s/Fitch/S&P denote the observations obtained for the respective CRA.
N of firms presents the number of firms covered by the CRAs. Avg. Rating represents the
average rating of all firm-quarters, Analyst 1 denotes the number of distinct first analysts
in our sample period and Analyst 2 the distinct number of second analysts. Rating Obs.
represent the number of firm-quarter rating observations.

ings. Remember that a higher rating number corresponds to a more negative

rating. At first sight, Fitch appears to have the most lenient rating of all

CRAs, which is far better than the rating by S&P or Moody’s. However, this

impression occurs only because (a) Fitch rates a lower number of firms and (b)

they predominantly rate firms that have a higher creditworthiness, i.e. their

portfolio of rated firms is less diverse. Figure 3.1 in the Appendix provides the

rating distribution for all CRAs in the sample. For all subgroups, depending

on a Fitch rating being available, the rating distributions align (see Figure

3.2 in the Appendix). In the sample, Fitch has more analysts than Moody’s,

despite the fact that (a) we have information about Moody’s analysts since

1995 and for Fitch analysts since 1999 and (b) Moody’s rates more firms than
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Fitch. These statistics suggest that there is a higher fluctuation of analysts

at Fitch than Moody’s. With Moody’s having 1 120 first and second analysts

combined, who rate 4 438 different firms and Fitch having 1 317 first and sec-

ond analysts combined, who rate 1 122 different firms, there are many possible

shifts in analyst coverage, i.e. many instruments for our regression13.

3.3 Empirical Framework and Results

From a theoretical point of view, there are two main reasons why herding

among CRAs may be rational. First, CRAs want to provide the best possible

rating to investors. This rating is only possible if they consider all available

information. Until 2010, CRAs had an exemption from Regulation FD which

has been reversed in 2010 due to the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Con-

sumer Protection Act14. Due to this exemption, CRAs had access to private

information from the firms they rated, a privilege e.g. stock analysts lost due

to Regulation FD. This private information provided CRAs with an advantage

over other market participants judging the creditworthiness of firms. Never-

theless, for an optimal rating decision, CRAs should also consider valuable

publicly available information. One piece of publicly available information is

the rating of another CRA, which is an assessment of a firm’s creditworthiness

and, therefore, information worthwhile to consider. Second, ratings themselves

constitute fundamental information for a rated firm. A rating change directly

affects the credibility of a firm, which must pay higher interest rates for new

bond issues. Devenow and Welch (1996) and Lugo et al. (2014) address the

point that ratings influence a firm’s access to capital. Under this circumstance,

it seems rational for CRAs to include ratings of other agencies into their own

assessments. Yet, we argue that herding among CRAs is socially inefficient be-

cause it distorts the informational value of a subsequent rating from a different

CRA.

Our empirical framework uses an instrumental variable approach to discern

herding between CRAs. While approaches, such as the leader-follower analysis,

e.g. from Güttler (2011), Alsakka and Ap Gwilym (2010) or Lugo et al. (2014),

13Note that the actual number of instruments in our regressions is lower. By design we
exclude analyst from our analysis which only rate one firm. The next chapter covers this in
more detail.

14For details on the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act see
Dodd-Frank (2010).
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are helpful to study convergence and dynamics between rating agencies, we

doubt their sufficiency to detect a causal dependence between CRAs. More

specifically, since changes in firm fundamentals should lead to rating changes,

we doubt that a leader-follower analysis warrants a causal identification of

herding because these rating changes might happen sequentially by each CRA.

Hence, a time lag is arguably insufficient to make a causal claim for herding.

With the aforementioned reasons in mind, we focus on the causal aspect of

ratings’ co-movement by exploiting analysts’ substantial influence on corpo-

rate ratings, as outlined in Fracassi et al. (2016). We enhance the analysis

of Fracassi et al. (2016) by estimating the effect an analyst has on a CRA

he or she does not work for. Rating differences based purely on analysts’

perception should not influence the rating of another CRA. Nevertheless, if

other CRAs react to a purely analyst-induced rating change, this is evidence

for herding. As a result, these analysts’ fixed effects are suitable instruments

because they influence their own agencies’ rating but are not correlated with

firm fundamentals.

Model

Our firm-year-quarter panel contains rating data on Fitch, Moody’s and S&P

as well as analyst data on Moody’s and Fitch. We exploit the analyst variation

within firm j and year-quarter t in a rating agency i. In the second stage, we

estimate the rating ratgijt of firm i on the estimated rating r̂atg−ijt of agencies

−i for firm j at quarter t including firm and year-quarter fixed effects 15:

ratgijt = β0 + β−i · r̂atg−ijt + αj + αt + εijt (3.1)

The typical first stage of a two-stage least squares would be r̂atg−ijt = β̂0 +

γ̂1 + γ̂2 + α̂j + α̂t with the analyst fixed effects γ1 and γ2 for the first and

second analyst if the firm is rated by these analysts, and zero otherwise. This

approach would lead to an unbiased estimation for β−i in the second stage if we

possess the true analyst effects. Unfortunately, there is no way of knowing the

true effects. If we attempt to estimate them, high ratings which are correlated

with the ratings of the other CRAs might lead to potentially higher estimated

analyst effects, and vice versa for low ratings. In this case, we would obtain

results where the fitted values in the first stage and the error of the second

15Either for one or both other agencies.
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stage εijt are correlated.

To circumvent the probability that results from the first and second stage are

correlated, we use a jackknife instrumental variable estimation, short JIVE16.

This approach is suitable in cases with many instruments where the number

of instruments increases with the number of observations17.

In a standard setup JIVE is used by leaving out one observation and estimat-

ing the coefficients in the first stage without this observation. In our specific

setting, one observation may be insufficient due to the structure of our panel,

where ratings and analysts remain the same for (many) consecutive quarters.

Therefore, we decided to use a “leave one firm out” approach, i.e. we estimate

the individual analyst effects in the first stage without the observations of firm

j. The estimated rating r̂atg−ijt of agency −i for firm j at time t is then

estimated by

r̂atg−ijt = β̂0 + γ̂−j1 + γ̂−j2 + α̂j + α̂t (3.2)

with the analyst fixed effects γ̂−j1 and γ̂−j2 if the firm j is rated by these analysts

at time t, and zero otherwise. These analyst fixed effects are estimated using

r̂atg−i−jt = α̂−i + γ̂−j1 + γ̂−j2 + α̂−j + α̂t (3.3)

Since γ̂−j is a consistent estimator for γ, the coefficient in the second stage β̂−i

is a consistent estimator for the herding effect β−i.

Our first stage regression is different from the one used by Fracassi et al.

(2016), even without jackknife. They estimate analyst optimism or pessimism

always relative to another CRA which rates the same firm at the same time.

They control for fundamental information using firm×year-quarter fixed effects

and exploit the variation of ratings between different CRAs. Unfortunately, we

cannot use the same approach if we want to estimate the effect one CRA has

on another in the second stage. Hence, our first stage, without the jackknife, is

more similar to Bertrand and Schoar (2003) estimating manager fixed effects.

Due to the conservative approach when setting up the panel, which includes

an analyst only up to the quarter he or she wrote the last report within the

CRA, we have some firm-year-quarters with missing analysts. In this case,

the analyst likely left the CRA. If there was no new report for that firm, i.e.

no new analyst name, these firm-year-quarters drop out of our estimation. By

16See e.g. Quenouille (1956), Blomquist and Dahlberg (1999) and Angrist et al. (1999).
17See also Stock et al. (2002) and Kolesár et al. (2015).
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design, we exclude also observations for analyst who rated only one firm. Thus,

the number of observations might be lower for our JIVE estimation than for

the OLS estimation.

Results

Table 3.2 reports the second stage results. The first row provides the estimated

herding effect in response to Fitch ratings (r̂atg Fitch), and the second row

provides the estimated herding effect in response to Moody’s ratings (r̂atg

Moody’s). Because we lack analyst data for S&P, we cannot estimate its effect

on the other agencies. All regressions include firm and year-quarter fixed effects

and report bootstrapped standard errors.

Table 3.2: Estimated herding effect (JIVE)

Rating

Moody’s S&P Fitch S&P S&P

r̂atg Fitch 0.478∗∗∗ 0.444∗∗∗ 0.343∗∗∗

(0.0611) (0.0496) (0.0616)

r̂atg Moody’s 0.407∗∗∗ 0.467∗∗∗ 0.484∗∗∗

(0.0455) (0.0314) (0.0552)

Fime FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year-Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 25713 26078 20681 73441 13429
Adjusted R2 0.081 0.112 0.088 0.112 0.165

The Table displays the second stage estimations for the average herding effect. The
first row (r̂atg Fitch) represents the effect in response to Fitch ratings and the sec-
ond row (r̂atg Moody’s) represents the effect in response to Moody’s ratings. The
column denotes the dependent variable. A regression includes all firm ratings in one
quarter if the firm was rated by both (column 1-4) or all three (column 5) CRAs. All
regressions include firm and year-quarter fixed effects. Bootstrapped standard errors
in parentheses with 2000 draws. ∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

For example, the first column of Table 3.2 displays the weighted average

herding effect Fitch has on Moody’s ratings. If an analyst effect changes the

rating at Fitch by one notch, Moody’s changes its rating on average by 0.478

notches. This effect is not induced by a change in firm fundamentals but,

rather, results from a different assessment of the firm by a new Fitch analyst.

In general, we find significant herding effects, roughly between 0.4 and 0.5

notches, for Fitch and Moody’s. These sizable effects indicate that analyst

effects translate, via ratings of their own CRA, to ratings of other CRAs.
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The OLS coefficients in Table 3.3 indicate the general co-movement between

CRA ratings in our panel. Co-movement subsumes all fundamental informa-

tion, herding and other influences. While the first part (I) of Table 3.3 repre-

sents the overall co-movement, the second part (II) reports the co-movement

accounted for firm and year-quarter fixed effects. If we compare the herding

effect from Table 3.2 to the general co-movement, it is roughly between one-

half and two-thirds its size. Therefore, herding among CRAs is sizable and

economically meaningful.

Table 3.3: Estimated co-movement effect: Standard OLS regressions

Rating

Moody’s S&P Fitch S&P S&P

(I) without fixed effects

ratg Fitch 0.954∗∗∗ 0.883∗∗∗ 0.609∗∗∗

(0.0148) (0.0110) (0.0370)

ratg Moody’s 0.843∗∗∗ 0.815∗∗∗ 0.270∗∗∗

(0.0155) (0.00434) (0.0320)

Firm FE No No No No No
Year-Quarter FE No No No No No

Adjusted R2 0.804 0.872 0.804 0.875 0.887

(II) with year-quarter and firm fixed effects

ratg Fitch 0.716∗∗∗ 0.742∗∗∗ 0.520∗∗∗

(0.0341) (0.0255) (0.0340)

ratg Moody’s 0.567∗∗∗ 0.656∗∗∗ 0.291∗∗∗

(0.0301) (0.0123) (0.0260)

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year-Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Adjusted R2 0.441 0.595 0.453 0.540 0.650

Observations 29986 31287 29986 101092 22883

The Table displays the estimated co-movement effect. The first row (r̂atg Fitch) rep-
resents the effect in response to Fitch ratings and the second row (r̂atg Moody’s)
represents the effect in response to Moody’s ratings. The column denotes the depen-
dent variable. A regression includes all firm ratings in one quarter if the firm was rated
by both (column 1-4) or all three (column 5) CRAs. (I) Robust standard errors and (II)
Firm-cluster robust standard errors in parentheses: ∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001

In fact, all CRAs herd. Moody’s and Fitch affect the other two CRAs and

each CRA is affected by others. Unfortunately, we cannot make any statement
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on herding in response to a S&P rating. Given the magnitude of the herding

effects, they are relevant, however, we do not claim that these herding reac-

tions are irrational. Reputational or informational concerns can cause rational

herding. It is, however, important to understand the amount of independent

information contained in a rating. This independence is questioned by our

results.

Certainly, herding does not imply that agencies copy each other. There are

ways imaginable that lead to observed herding behavior and that are much

more subtle or even unconscious. For example, it might be enough to trigger

another assessment of the firm to find these effects, as Güttler and Wahrenburg

(2007) point out.

Robustness

In this section, we split our database according to region or firms which are only

rated by two CRAs. Due to this split, the number of observations decreases,

which might be problematic when interpreting the estimated coefficients. To

assess the stability of our estimates, we present the coefficients β̂−i of the

regressions depending on the number of observations in the second stage in

Figure 3.3 in the Appendix. We drew differently sized random subsamples out

of our firms and estimated the coefficients for the respective subsample. We

find that below 10 000 observations, the variation of coefficients is relatively

large. Hence, we should interpret coefficients based on a lower number of

observations carefully.

For the sake of brevity and clarity, the results discussed in this section are

provided in the Appendix. For our main results, we use the lead analyst and

the second analyst as instruments. The influence of a lead analyst on a firm

rating is arguably higher than the influence of a second analyst, see Fracassi

et al. (2016). However, the main results do not change, as Table 3.6 in the

Appendix presents, if we use the lead analyst as an instrument alone.

Furthermore, our results remain the same if we include additional fixed effects

as control variables into our main regression. More specifically, the regression

includes industry and listing fixed effects (see Table 3.7 in the Appendix).

The US and Europe are two different jurisdictions with different regulatory

requirements, e.g. lead analysts must rotate every four years in Europe. There-

fore, we conduct an additional robustness test where we split our sample ac-
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cording to the region in which a firm is listed. Results separated by region are

weaker for European firms, especially between Moody’s and Fitch (see Table

3.8 in the Appendix)18. Yet, we must consider the low number of observations

which, as previously mentioned, might cause the weaker effect in Europe.

This problem his also present when we estimate separate regressions for firms

which are rated only by two CRAs within the whole sample period (see Table

3.9 in the Appendix). While the effects remain significant if S&P is one of

the CRAs, the estimated effects between Moody’s and Fitch are smaller and

partly insignificant. In addition to the small number of observations, a selec-

tion effect may explain why we observe these insignificant results for Moody’s

and Fitch.19. If, for example, such firms are less frequently reviewed, rating

changes are less likely to trigger a reaction by another CRA. On the other

hand, we would assume that information is on average more ambiguous for

such firms. Therefore, if there is such a selection effect, it casts doubts on a

pure information-based reasoning for herding. This may indicate that either

reputation and market pressure or a frequent rating publication are stronger

forces for herding than a lack of information.

3.4 Conclusion

The market for credit ratings is very narrow and signals (ratings) from CRAs

are a crucial pillar in the financial world to gain insight into firms. While CRAs

claim to assign ratings independently from each other, the economic literature

documents a strong co-movement of ratings between different CRAs, e.g. Nor-

den and Weber (2009) or Güttler (2011). We contribute to this literature by

discerning causal herding between different CRA ratings.

We are the first to show that the co-movement between CRAs is not based

on fundamental information alone. Our analysis builds on a comprehensive

sample of US-American and EU-European firms, rated by S&P, Moody’s or

Fitch between 1995 and 2016. We exploit the influence of credit rating analysts

on their responsible firm ratings, especially the tendency of some analysts to

be more optimistic or pessimistic in their rating decisions. We use analysts’

18Note, the data of the first stage prediction of r̂atg−i−jt is the same as in the basic model
for this and the following regressions. I.e. we assume that effects for specific analysts stay
constant over different groups.

19For a more detailed discussion on the effect of the numbers and the composition of CRAs
see Becker and Milbourn (2011).
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influence to estimate the causal effect of non-fundamentally induced rating

decisions on the ratings of other CRAs. Our results suggest that CRAs follow

each other’s rating decisions even if these decisions are not based on changes

in firm fundamentals; we call this effect herding. The herding among CRAs

is sizable and relevant for investors and regulators alike. A one notch higher

rating induced by an analyst leads to ratings that are, on average, 0.3 to 0.5

notches higher at other CRAs. This herding effect is roughly half the size of

the general co-movement between CRAs20.

We are convinced our results, with their focus on causality, can complement

the literature by providing a way to distinguish herding from co-movement

based on fundamentals.

20The general co-movement between CRAs is 0.8 and 0.95 notches for a one notch change
at another CRA, if we do not account for firm and year-quarter fixed effects, and between
0.55 and 0.75 if we account for firm and year-quarter fixed effects.
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3.5 Appendix

Tables

Table 3.4: Alphanumeric credit ratings

Conversion Standard and Poor’s Moody’s Fitch

1 AAA Aaa AAA
2 AA+ Aa1 AA+
3 AA Aa2 AA
4 AA- Aa3 AA-
5 A+ A1 A+
6 A A2 A
7 A- A3 A-
8 BBB+ Baa1 BBB+
9 BBB Baa2 BBB
10 BBB- Baa3 BBB-
11 BB+ Ba1 BB+
12 BB Ba2 BB
13 BB- Ba3 BB-
14 B+ B1 B+
15 B B2 B
16 B- B3 B-
17 CCC+ Caa1 CCC+
18 CCC Caa2 CCC
19 CCC- Caa3 CCC-
20 CC,C Ca CC,C
21 D C D,DD,DDD
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Table 3.5: Keywords to identifying methodology changes and specific reports

Group Keywords Rating
agency

Companies Companies Moody’s,
Fitch

Merger Merger; Joint Venture; Acquisition Moody’s,
Fitch

Synthetic CDO; RMBS; LOC-Backed; LOC-Supported; CDS;
Mortgage; Collateralized; Sup bonds; Synthetic
Transactions; Joint-Supported; Jointly-Supported;
USPF; LOC Issues

Moody’s,
Fitch

Hybrid Hybrid Securities Moody’s,
Fitch

Methodology Methodology; Methodologies; Banks; Institutions;
Issuers; Corporates; Criteria; Sectors; Stats Reports;
Industry Outlook

Moody’s,
Fitch

Table 3.6: Estimated herding effect: only first analyst as instrument

Rating

Moody’s S&P Fitch S&P S&P

r̂atg Fitch 0.534∗∗∗ 0.483∗∗∗ 0.470∗∗∗

(0.0753) (0.0596) (0.0706)

r̂atg Moody’s 0.399∗∗∗ 0.511∗∗∗ 0.488∗∗∗

(0.0571) (0.0414) (0.0689)

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year-Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 27626 28409 24101 85820 16943
Adjusted R2 0.071 0.101 0.075 0.098 0.140

The Table displays the second stage estimations for the average herding effect. The
first row (r̂atg Fitch) represents the effect in response to Fitch ratings and the second
row (r̂atg Moody’s) represents the effect in response to Moody’s ratings. The column
denotes the dependent variable. A regression includes all firm ratings in one quarter if
the firm was rated by both (column 1-4) or all three (column 5) CRAs. Bootstrapped
standard errors in parentheses: ∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001.
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Table 3.7: Estimated herding effect with additional controls

Rating

Moody’s S&P Fitch S&P S&P

r̂atg Fitch 0.415∗∗∗ 0.304∗∗∗ 0.275∗∗∗

(0.0651) (0.0487) (0.0629)

r̂atg Moody’s 0.365∗∗∗ 0.425∗∗∗ 0.419∗∗∗

(0.0550) (0.0334) (0.0635)

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year-Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Additional FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 22572 21270 18467 65711 12210
Adjusted R2 0.100 0.101 0.108 0.150 0.169

The Table displays the second stage estimations for the average herding effect. The
first row (r̂atg Fitch) represents the effect in response to Fitch ratings and the second
row (r̂atg Moody’s) represents the effect in response to Moody’s ratings. The column
denotes the dependent variable. A regression includes all firm ratings in one quarter
if the firm was rated by both (column 1-4) or all three (column 5) CRAs and is
listed in the US. Firm-cluster robust standard errors in parentheses: ∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p <
0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001. Additional FE include industry (based on sic-code) and listing
fixed effects.
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Table 3.8: Estimated herding effect separated by region

Rating

Moody’s S&P Fitch S&P S&P

US

r̂atg Fitch 0.460∗∗∗ 0.324∗∗∗ 0.271∗∗∗

(0.0762) (0.0585) (0.0740)

r̂atg Moody’s 0.433∗∗∗ 0.477∗∗∗ 0.504∗∗∗

(0.0693) (0.0376) (0.0798)

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year-Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 20154 18569 16541 64215 10880
Adjusted R2 0.067 0.058 0.065 0.104 0.131

Europe

r̂atg Fitch 0.301∗∗∗ 0.530∗∗∗ 0.516∗∗∗

(0.0896) (0.0656) (0.0994)

r̂atg Moody’s 0.262∗∗∗ 0.329∗∗∗ 0.286∗∗∗

(0.0537) (0.0542) (0.0667)

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year-Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 5733 7710 4311 9669 2635
Adjusted R2 0.208 0.314 0.256 0.188 0.364

The Table displays the second stage estimations for the average herding effect sep-
arated by region (US or EU). The first row (r̂atg Fitch) represents the effect in
response to Fitch ratings and the second row (r̂atg Moody’s) represents the effect in
response to Moody’s ratings. The column denotes the dependent variable. A regres-
sion includes all firm ratings in one quarter if the firm was rated by both (column
1-4) or all three (column 5) CRAs. Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses:
∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001.
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Table 3.9: Estimated herding effect for firms rated by only two
agencies

Rating

Moody’s S&P Fitch S&P

r̂atg Fitch 0.263 0.357∗∗∗

(0.166) (0.0595)

r̂atg Moody’s 0.151∗ 0.425∗∗∗

(0.0681) (0.0350)

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year-Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 6329 6625 4883 57631
Adjusted R2 0.046 0.087 0.014 0.089

The Table displays the second stage estimations for the average herding
effect. The first row (r̂atg Fitch) represents the effect in response to
Fitch ratings and the second row (r̂atg Moody’s) represents the effect in
response to Moody’s ratings. The column denotes the dependent variable.
A regression includes all firm ratings in one quarter if the firm was rated
by only those two. Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses: ∗p <
0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001. Note: The first stage data is identical to
the first stage used in the basic model.
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Figures

Figure 3.1: Rating distributions
Histogram and kernel density estimation for the ratings of the agencies. The pictures show the

distributions of the firm-quarter ratings for all firms rated by the particular agency.
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Figure 3.2: Rating distributions for firms rated by two/three CRAs
Kernel density estimation for the ratings of the agencies. The pictures show the distributions of the

firm-quarter ratings for firms rated by both/all three agencies.
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Figure 3.3: Herding Coefficient depending on the Number of Observations
Coefficients of the regressions depending on the number of observations in the second stage. We drew

differently sized subsample from our firms and estimated the second stage coefficients for the respective
subsample. The horizontal line displays the coefficient from table 3.2.
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CHAPTER 4

Difference in Competition Intensity

between Simultaneous and

Sequential Contests

– An Empirical Analysis

with

Kristijan Hromek

Abstract

This study examines theoretically and empirically how different contest struc-

tures, i.e. whether contestants move simultaneously or sequentially, influence

the competition intensity of heterogeneous contestants. In the course of this

paper, competition intensity is a measure for the difference in contestants’ out-

puts, where lower differences between contestants are accompanied by higher

competition intensity. The main goal of this paper is to provide the first em-

pirical comparison of competition intensity with data from the field. We use a

unique dataset from the winter sports discipline biathlon which enables us to

compare the same contestants in simultaneous and sequential contest formats.

We show, that the theoretically derived result of a higher competition intensity

in a simultaneous contest compared to a sequential contest holds in the field.

4.1 Introduction

Contests are omnipresent in various forms and fields. They are defined as

events in which several contestants compete against others for (exogenously)
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set prizes. To win these prizes, contestants exert irreversible effort, which

directly influences the winning probability. A crucial element of contests is

that the winning probability depends on the contestant’s relative performance.

Thereby, higher relative performance leads to higher winning probability. More

precisely, such contest structures appear in rent-seeking competitions (see, e.g.,

Nitzan (1994) or Nti (1999) for an overview), patent or R&D competitions

(Harris and Vickers (1985), Harris and Vickers (1987), Dasgupta and Stiglitz

(1980)), job promotion (e.g., Lazear and Rosen (1981), Holmström (1999),

Lazear (2000)), all-pay auctions (e.g., Hillman and Riley (1989), Baye et al.

(1996)) and sports contests (see, e.g., Szymanski (2003) for an overview).

When designing a contest, the contest organizer is confronted with various

decisions (see, e.g., Konrad et al. (2009) for an overview). In general, the ob-

jective is to design the contest in order to maximize the organizers’ expected

profit, which depends on the contestants’ exhibited efforts on the one hand and

the costs for the organization and execution of the contest on the other hand.

Thus, a large body of literature on contests deals with a variety of contest

frameworks with different influential parameters based on the model by Tul-

lock (1988), who use a logit form contest success function.1 Studies analyzed

theoretically and experimentally a rage of factors for optimal contest design,

such as the optimal prize structure (Glazer and Hassin (1988), Clark and Riis

(1998), Moldovanu and Sela (2001), Shupp et al. (2013), Stracke et al. (2014)),

contestants number and heterogeneity (Baye et al. (1993), Baye et al. (1996),

Stein (2002), Fonseca (2009), Sheremeta (2011), Morgan et al. (2012)) and

varying contest success functions (Dasgupta and Nti (1998), Runkel (2006)).

However, the objective of a contest organizer might not only be to maximize

the total effort exhibited by the contestants but also to attract a high number

of spectators in order to increase revenue (e.g., through more tickets sold or

more sponsoring income like in sports contest). In general, high attraction is

achieved by implementing contest formats with close results that are exciting

until the end. As a result, the contest designer needs a format that leads to

the lowest difference between the contestants’ outputs, i.e. a high competition

intensity. In the course of this essay, competition intensity is a measure for the

differences in outputs, i.e. lower differences between contestants are accom-

panied by higher competition intensity (and thereby with a higher expected

1An alternative approach is to model contest with a probit form contest success function
following Lazear and Rosen (1981).
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appeal to spectators).2

Thus, the contest structure may play an important role (Gradstein and Kon-

rad (1999), Konrad et al. (2009)). In a simultaneous structure, contestants

compete for prizes by choosing effort simultaneously. This means that each

contestant usually has no information about the others’ effort when deciding

on his or her own effort. In contrast, if contestants choose their efforts se-

quentially, some contestants choose their effort after they observe the effort

decisions of their predecessors. In this context, the information a contestant

receives about the others’ behavior may reduce or increase his or her own effort

(e.g., Rosen (1986)). In sequential contests, it is possible that the predeces-

sor chooses a preemptive effort level to outpace the other contestant. Such a

strategy leads to a lower competition intensity.

The majority of literature on contests focus either on simultaneous or on se-

quential contests. For example Baik (1993), Baik (2004) and Nti (1997), Nti

(1999) regard simultaneous contests with different prize valuations or different

abilities to influence the winning probability by exerting effort. Dixit (1987)

considers sequential contests where contestants are either symmetric or their

types are public information. Few studies analyze both structures or the dif-

ference between them. One of the first studies that comparing simultaneous

and sequential move structures where contestants had different publicly known

prize valuations was conducted by Linster (1993). He found higher effort out-

lays if the contestant with higher valuation moves first. Leininger (1993) also

examines simultaneous and sequential contests when contestants are heteroge-

neous concerning their valuation of the winning price and where this is public

information but with an endogenously arising order of moves. Leininger (1993)

suggests that sequential movement may arise endogenously when contestants

have asymmetric valuations for the winning prize. Morgan (2003) studies the

behavior when the structure of the contest is exogenously given. Both con-

clude that a sequential contest leads to higher total effort than a simultaneous

contest. Ludwig (2012) compare sequential and simultaneous contests under

different informational settings with either public or private information about

the contestants’ prize valuation. She shows that an effort maximizing contest

designer prefers sequential contests with private information.3 Fonseca (2009)

2There might also be situations where a contest designer’s objective is a low competition
intensity, e.g., in a promotion tournament.

3Jost and Kräkel (2005), Jost and Kräkel (2006) compare contestants’ behavior in a
simultaneous-move tournament with the equilibrium outcomes of sequential-move tourna-
ments (with a probit success function following Lazear and Rosen (1981). They show that
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provide one of the first experimental comparison of simultaneous and sequential

contests with symmetric and asymmetric contestants concerning their ability

in producing output. He has found effort outlays that are above the predicted

levels for symmetric and asymmetric contestants and that if contestants are

asymmetric, the high type might have a strategic incentive to move first, as

expected by theory.

Closely related studies concerning competition intensity are Singh and Wittman

(1998) and Runkel (2006). These studies analyze whether changes in the con-

test success function might change the optimal prize when contest designers

incorporate closeness as an objective into their profit function.4 Singh and

Wittman (1998) incorporate closeness into the contest designers profit func-

tion, showing that this reduces the optimal prize. Runkel (2006) show that

optimal prizes depend on the shape of the contest success function. More pre-

cisely, he shows that the contest success function proposed by Tullock (1988)

does not influence closeness and thus the optimal prize.

The goal of this essay is twofold. First, we want to provide a simplistic model

to illustrate the contest structure’s impact on the behavior of heterogeneous

contestants. We separately consider the cases when contestants move simul-

taneously or sequentially and compare the resulting competition intensities of

both contest formats. Thereby, our model is most closely related to the theo-

retical model by Morgan (2003). In contrast to Morgan (2003), we introduce

contestants’ heterogeneity by different abilities instead of different valuations

for the winning prize. Comparing the equilibrium outcome of the simultaneous

and the sequential case leads us to expect a higher competition intensity in

the simultaneous contest format.

Second, we compare the competition intensity in simultaneous and sequential

contest formats empirically with field data from the winter sports discipline

biathlon. Biathlon enables us to compare the same contestants in the simulta-

neous contest Mass Start and in the sequential contest formats Individual and

Sprint. Thus, we provide the first comparison of simultaneous and sequential

contest formats with professional contestants. We show that the data does

support the theoretically derived result of higher competition intensity in a

simultaneous contest than in a sequential contest.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section,

contest designer prefer sequential contest structures since it leads to a higher expected profit
but only if the first mover is sufficiently talented.

4Closeness is a measure for differences in the winning probabilities.
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we provide background information on biathlon and biathlon-specific contest

specifications. In section 3, we present a simplistic model to derive a testable

hypothesis. In section 4, we describe the data and present our main results as

well as some robustness checks. Finally, we conclude in section 5.

4.2 Background

Biathlon – Description of basic rules

Biathlon is a winter sport that combines free-technique cross-country skiing

and small-bore rifle marksmanship. Athletes perform skiing distances varying

from 7.5 to 20.0 km. Depending on the type of competition5, the athlete skis

three to five loops interrupted by one shooting between each loop, where he

is allowed to fire five bullets at five targets per round. Shooting takes place

in two positions, prone (P) and standing (S).6 During the entire competition

the clock is running. Penalties for missed targets are either one minute added

to the final time in the Individual competition or a 150 m penalty loop for all

other competitions (performed immediately after each shooting attempt). In

the Individual and Sprint competitions, athletes start individually in 30 sec

intervals. In Mass Start, all athletes start simultaneously. The specific rules

and competitions are summarized separately for each gender in the following

Table 4.17

Table 4.1: Competition specifications

Competitor
Class

Course Length and
Competition Type

Standard Start Types
and Intervals

Ski
Loops

MEN
20.0km - INDIVIDUAL Single, 30 sec 5
10.0km - SPRINT Single, 30 sec 3
15.0km - MASS START Simultaneous 5

WOMEN
15.0km - INDIVIDUAL Single, 30 sec 5
07.5km - SPRINT Single, 30 sec 3
12.5km - MASS START Simultaneous 5

5Biathlon includes a number of different competition types: Individual, Sprint, Pursuit,
Mass Start, Relay and Mixed Relay. In this work however we restrict our attention to
Individual, Sprint and Mass Starts since they suit best for our purposes as we explain
below.

6This is done alternating or in a series; depending on the type of competition in question.
The targets are always 50 m away. Target diameters depend on the shooting position and
are larger in the standing position.

7We obtained the information from the IBU Biathlon Guide 2011/2012 (IBU (2011)).
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Factors influencing biathlon results

Biathlon is challenging for athletes due its different demanding parts. Within

the same competition, athletes are confronted with two contradictory disci-

plines, skiing and shooting. In consequence, athletes need different abilities to

cope with the different disciplines since biathlon requires not only a high level

of fitness but also coordinative (precision, position stability and focus), emo-

tional and mental-tactical skills (mental control, high concentration) (Hoffman

et al. (1992), Manfredini et al. (2002), Vickers and Williams (2007), Lemyre

et al. (2008)).

The objective in biathlon is to achieve the fastest cumulative time. The cumu-

lative time consists of two components, course time (time spent on the course)

and shooting time (that includes the time spent at the shooting range, includ-

ing time for shooting as well as resulting penalty time). A short course time

can be achieved through continuous high intensity skiing. Therefore, athletes

need high aerobic endurance in skiing, including a high psycho-physical condi-

tion and technical as well as tactical and psychological skills (Nitzsche (1998),

Hoffman and Street (1992)). However, athletes do not exploit the maximum of

their physical performance during skiing in order to be able to create optimal

conditions for shooting as fast and precise as possible since accurate shoot-

ing is a decisive factor for the cumulative time in addition to skiing (Nitzsche

(1998)).8

To create optimal conditions for shooting, athletes try to reduce their skiing

speed approximately 200 meters before the shooting range in order to achieve

an improved psycho-physical starting position (Nitzsche (1998)).9 Hoffman

et al. (1992) and Grebot et al. (2003) show that high intensity running load

influences the shooting results due to the fact that athletes reach the shoot-

ing range with a high heartbeat and a heaving chest caused by the previous

physical load. Heart rate, gun heaving and breathing technique are related

and influence the shooting process (Nitzsche (1998) and Adler Zwahlen and

Sonderegger (2013)).

Nevertheless, some studies find no significant influence of shooting results

on end results, instead concluding that overall skiing plays a more important

role than shooting accuracy (Pustovrh et al. (1999), Cholewa et al. (2005)).

8Biathletes reach approximately 90% of their maximum heart rate during skiing (Hoffman
and Street (1992)).

9Depending on the athlete the heart rate is reduced to approx. 85% to 87% of the
maximum heart rate (Hoffman and Street (1992)).
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Moreover, results differ when considering different sports levels, such as high-

and low-ranked athletes in competitions. The shooting time of high-ranked

athletes have a smaller impact on the end result than those of low-ranked

athletes (Cholewa et al. (2005)). This discrepancy is due to the significantly

better shooting performance of high-ranked athletes than the group average

(Kreivėnaitė (2012)). Thus, shooting should not influence the present results

since we use only high-ranked athletes in our analysis (explained below in

detail).

In addition to the mentioned internal factors, there are external factors that

might influence competition performance. During a competition, athletes are

confronted with possible changes in climatic conditions (temperatures, snow,

wind etc.). The type of the course or equipment related influences (gun weight,

clothing and skiing equipment etc.) might affect the results (Nitzsche (1998),

Rundell and Szmedra (1998), Grebot and Burtheret (2007)). Although these

factors might play a role, we assume that athletes choose their equipment

(weapon, skis etc.) to attain the best possible competition conditions. Thus,

we neglect these factors in our further analysis. Yet, we address possible course

specific issues by using World Cup dummies and we control for the weather

which could affect our empirical analysis.

IBU World Cup tournament

Each winter season the International Biathlon Union (IBU) organizes ten

events with varying competitions for men and women at different sites. In

each World Cup (WC) competition, athletes receive points in accordance with

their final placement in the competition. This scoring is based on a system of

60 points for individual athletes.10 The scores achieved in Individual, Sprint,

Pursuit and Mass Start are added to obtain the WC total score.11

The WC total score is not only important at the end, but also during the

season since it serves as the qualification criterion for the start authorization in

Mass Start. In Individual and Sprint, there are no restrictions for the starting

field. However, in Mass Start only 30 athletes are allowed to participate.

Besides the top 25 athletes of the current WC total score, the other five starting

10In Individual, Sprint, Relay and Mixed relay athletes receive also points for the Nations
Cup Score, which is a ranking for the participating Nations.

11At the end of the season the two lowest scores are deleted to obtain the World Cup total
score. This rule was reintroduced in the season 2011/2012 after it was abolished at the 9th
Regular IBU Congress in 2010.
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positions are allocated to the remaining top athletes of the current WC event.12

In addition to the WC scores, price money is allocated to the top ten ranked

athletes. The prize money decreases according to athletes’ rank in the com-

petitions. The prize money for a given rank is the same in all the individual

competitions, which means that monetary incentives are the same for a given

rank across the individual competitions.

4.3 The Model

In the following section, we present a simplistic model to derive a testable

hypothesis. As described in the introduction, this section is closely related

to the work of Morgan (2003). However, our model differs in some respects.

We consider a fixed prize with an equal valuation of the contestants. On this

particular point, we deviate from Morgan (2003), who models heterogeneity by

differences in winning prize valuations. In contrast. we introduce heterogene-

ity between contestants through different abilities in their output functions,

which directly influences the winning probability. In our opinion, this is the

best approach to capture the intuition behind biathlon sport contest for the

empirical analysis, where we assume that it is not possible to observe the

contestants’ efforts but their output (e.g., by the cumulative time).

Consider two heterogeneous contestants, i = 1, 2, who compete in a tourna-

ment to win a fixed prize V > 0. The winner receives the prize while the

loser earns zero. Contestants compete for the prize by making an irreversible

effort Ei ≥ 0. This effort leads to an observable output fi(Ei) = aiEi.
13 The

parameter ai ∈ {aL, aH} is the publicly known ability level of contestant i

with 0 < aL < aH and ai 6= aj with i 6= j. Consequently, the contestants can

infer the chosen efforts from the observed outputs. The cost of effort function

is ci(Ei) = γEi, with an exogenously given cost parameter γ (γ > 0).14 The

winning probability for contestant i is given by the following Tullock (1980)

12Therefore Mass Start is usually the last individual competition in a WC event.
13The following results hold for functions with fi(0) = 0, f ′i(·) > 0, f ′′i (·) = 0 (see, e.g.,

Dixit 1987 or Nitzan 1994).
14The parameter γ captures tournament specific characteristics, e.g., the difficulty of a

task or race track.
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logit form contest success function:

Pi(Ei, Ej) =


fi(Ei)

fi(Ei)+fj(Ej)
if (Ei, Ej) 6= (0, 0),

1
2

otherwise.
(4.1)

An axiomatic foundation for contest success functions of this form is given by

Skaperdas (1996) and Clark and Riis (1998) and an alternative set of axioms

is proposed by Kooreman et al. (1997).

The expected profit function πi(Ei, Ej) of contestant i given V, the effort Ej

of the other contestant j and the effort cost function ci(Ei), is given by:

πi(Ei, Ej) = Pi(Ei, Ej) · V − γEi. (4.2)

We consider two settings in which the contest structure is exogenously given.

In the first case, contestants choose their effort simultaneously. In the second

case, contestants choose their effort sequentially, i.e. the contestant who moves

first chooses her effort. Thereafter, the other contestant observes the first

mover’s output and makes his own effort choice.

First, we consider the simultaneous case where effort is chosen simultaneously

by both contestants. The equilibrium effort and output of the simultaneous

case are provided in Proposition 1.15

Proposition 1: If both contestants choose their effort simultaneously, then

the unique Nash equilibrium is

E∗i =
aiajV

γ(ai + aj)2
and E∗j =

aiajV

γ(ai + aj)2
. (4.3)

Thus, the output in the equilibrium is

fi(E
∗
i ) = ai

aiajV

γ(ai + aj)2
and fj(E

∗
j ) = aj

aiajV

γ(ai + aj)2
. (4.4)

Based on Proposition 1 both contestants choose the same effort level whether

they are homogeneous or heterogeneous. Homogeneous contestants (ai = aj)

make equal efforts and thereby produce the same output. Heterogeneous con-

testants produce different outputs only due to different abilities. Overall, the

effort level increases with decreasing ability differences. The overall winning

15Note, that all proofs are in the Appendix if not indicated otherwise.
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probability increases with the own ability and decreases with the opponent’s

ability.

Next, we consider the sequential case. Without loss of generality, we set

contestant i as the first mover to choose her effort first and contestant j as

the second mover, who observes contestant i’s effort and then chooses his

own effort. The characterization of equilibrium effort and output, when effort

decisions are made sequentially are provided in Proposition 2.

Proposition 2: If contestants choose their effort sequentially with contes-

tant i moving first and contestant j moving second, the unique Nash equilibrium

is

E∗∗i = aiV
2ajγ
·
(

1
2

)
and E∗∗j = aiV

2ajγ
·
(

1− 1
2
ai
aj

)
if ai ≤ 2aj

E∗∗i =
ajV

γai
and E∗∗j = 0 if ai > 2aj.

(4.5)

Thus, the output in the equilibrium is

fi(E
∗∗
i ) = aiV

2γ
·
(

1
2
ai
aj

)
and fj(E

∗∗
j ) = aiV

2γ
·
(

1− 1
2
ai
aj

)
if ai ≤ 2aj

fi(E
∗∗
i ) =

ajV

γ
and fj(E

∗∗
j ) = 0 if ai > 2aj.

(4.6)

Note, that in the remaining paper we only consider the interior solution ai ≤
2aj. In our case, this assumption is reasonable since professional contestants

(biathletes) have a sufficiently high ability level, otherwise they would not take

part.

It follows from Proposition 2 that homogeneous contestants still choose iden-

tical efforts regardless of who moves first. However, for heterogeneous contes-

tants we obtain different results than in the simultaneous case. We observe

higher effort levels for a high ability contestant, both absolute and relative

to the low ability contestant, irrespective which contestant moves first. As

a result, if the high ability contestant moves first, she exerts a higher effort.

This leads to a higher output for the first mover compared the second mover

if and only if the first mover has a higher ability than the second mover. A

first mover with a high ability can preempt the second mover with a more ag-

gressive strategy. If the low ability contestant moves first, he chooses a lower

effort level knowing that a higher level would lead to an even stronger reaction

of the following high ability contestant. Moreover, the second mover’s output

decreases with the first mover’s ability and the winning probability increases

with higher relative ability.
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Next, we analyze which contest structure predicts higher tightness between

contestants. Tightness might be the main objective of a (sports) contest or-

ganizer instead of maximizing cumulated output. In the future, we refer to

this output similarity as competition intensity, which we define as ι = f(EL)
f(EH)

.16

Competition intensity is higher when the difference in output between the low

ability contestant and the high ability contestant is smaller.

Proposition 3: We define ιsim as competition intensity in the simultaneous

case and ιseq as competition intensity in the sequential case. Then the following

relationship holds in their equilibria, whether contestant with the high ability

moves first or second:

ιsim > ιseq. (4.7)

On the basis of these results, we formulate the following hypothesis, which

we test empirically in the section that follows.

Hypothesis – Competition intensity is higher in a simultaneous contest for-

mat than in a sequential contest format.

4.4 Data and Results

In this section, we discern whether there is a higher intensity in competi-

tion for winning a contest in simultaneous or sequential contest formats. The

theoretical findings in section three claim that competition intensity should be

higher in the simultaneous contest format. To investigate this question, we use

the IBU Biathlon World Cup 2011/12 season data provided by the Interna-

tional Biathlon Union (IBU), accessible through their official IBU Datacenter

(www.biathlonresults.com).17

16Note, that we will determine this differences in our empirical analysis as the percentage
output difference of the low ability contestant compared to the high ability contestant given

by f(EH)−f(EL)
f(EH) , due to the better interpretability in praxis. Note, this is only a transfor-

mation of ι and is equivalent to the ratio of the winning probability between the low and
the high type.

17We chose the season 2011/2012, because it took place exactly between two Winter
Olympic Games (Vancouver in 2010 and Sotchi in 2014). Therewith, we try to counteract
possible effects on the competition intensity resulting of career endings after the Olympic
season or influences on performance by focusing only on the performance in the Olympic
games, i.e. other objectives than in a ’regular’ season.
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Data structure and summary statistics

Our data set includes ten World Cup events t ∈ [1, ..., 10] of the IBU World

Cup during the 2011-2012 season. Thereby, the data set includes five Mass

Start, three Individual and ten Sprint races for each gender. These three race

types fit best for our purpose since Mass Start can be considered a simultaneous

contest format while Sprint and Individual are sequential contest formats.18

Since we are interested in comparing the behavior of the same athlete across

different contest formats, we restrict our data to athletes participating in both

contest formats. As a result, athletes who did not start in Mass Start compe-

titions were excluded from the analyses. In addition, we excluded the observa-

tions of in Individual or Sprint races of athletes which did not score any point.
19 In other words, we use the observations of the first 30 athletes in every race.

Otherwise, we would observe a higher variance in the sequential contest, and

therefore a lower competition intensity, due to additional athletes with lower

abilities. Excluding these athletes should work against our hypothesis.

Table 4.2 reports the summary statistics of our restricted sample for each race

type and gender.20 The table also displays the mean course time and mean

shooting time that together yield the mean cumulative time. The variable

behind indicates the average time athletes trail behind the first-ranked athlete

of a race. Moreover, the table displays the average proportion of the time

athletes trail behind the first-ranked athlete of a race compared to athletes’

cumulative time, denoted as ’rel. behind ’.

The table provides a first description of athletes’ behavior in the different

contest formats. We observe for men as well as women that the average time

behind in relation to the cumulative time is smaller in the simultaneous contest

format Mass Start (3% for men and 5% for women) than in the sequential

contest format Individual (5% for men and 7% for women) and Sprint (4% for

men and 7% for women). These observations are in line with the theoretical

18Unfortunately, the distance of the three competitions is not equal. The distance of the
simultaneous contest is in between the distance of the two sequential contests. We offset this
feature by taking relative time differences of athletes to the first ranked athlete (as described
below).

19Athletes that are not in position to score may have no incentives to perform as good as
possible (the time difference might be too large to catch up and thus not worth to exert too
much effort since the athlete is not able to score anyhow). Note in addition, this makes our
result even stronger since we exclude observations of athletes that have a larger lag towards
the first rank athlete in the respective race.

20For the summary statistics and observation numbers of the initial data set (i.e. before
restrictions) see the Appendix.
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Table 4.2: Summary statistics (time is displayed in seconds)

MASS START INDIVIDUAL SPRINT
Class of

Competitors
Variable Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Obs. Mean Std. Dev.

MEN

course time 148 2181.81 106.50 90 2782.67 213.00 308 1428.38 61.01
shooting time 148 300.60 47.19 90 333.01 65.52 308 145.10 25.75
cumulative time 148 2482.41 139.36 90 3115.68 229.16 308 1573.49 68.41
behind 148 86.03 64.53 90 158.89 79.40 308 61.06 31.22
rel. behind 148 0.03 0.02 90 0.05 0.02 308 0.04 0.02

WOMEN

course time 148 2057.53 121.80 92 2491.85 115.90 330 1227.04 62.00
shooting time 148 327.18 56.29 92 417.42 106.24 330 167.84 35.35
cumulative time 148 2384.71 148.88 92 2909.27 169.73 330 1394.88 73.49
behind 148 130.13 80.02 92 211.38 106.64 330 93.17 43.79
rel. behind 148 0.05 0.03 92 0.07 0.03 330 0.07 0.03

Note: The sample consists of all athletes who participated in Mass Start and scored WC points in Individual or Sprint races.

prediction from section three. Furthermore, there are no structural differences

when comparing women to men but the lower performance level of women due

to physical differences.

To examine their behavior in detail, we compare an athlete’s performance

given his or her ability in the simultaneous and sequential contest format. The

best way to do this is to compare observed output, or the cumulative time

of an athlete.21 Furthermore, we examine the competition intensity which

represents the output differences within a race.

Therefore, we use the athlete’s individual time differences in relation to the

winner’s time in a race. Since higher competition intensity is equivalent to

lower time differences we can compare the competition intensity across the

different contest formats. More precisely, we define these time differences for

each individual as the time difference between the cumulative time of athlete

i (athlete timeitr) and the cumulative time of the winner (winner timetr) of a

race r in World Cup event t as ∆timeitr.
22 Thus ∆time%itr is given by:

∆time%itr =
athlete timeitr − winner timetr

winner timetr
· 100. (4.8)

Figure 4.1 illustrates the overall distribution of ∆time%itr for each race type

as well as the respective kernel density estimation. The distribution in Mass

Start is right skewed and centered at 4% (mean) whereas Sprint and Individual

are nearly symmetric and are shifted more to the right. Sprint and Individual

are centered at 5% and 6%. Therefore, in line with our expectation, there

is higher intensity in the competition for winning a race in the simultaneous

contest format than in the sequential contest formats.23

21We use the attained WC score as a proxy for the ability of an athlete.
22Note, we counteract the issue of different distances for every race type by taking the

relative share of the time difference ∆timeitr to the winner timetr in percent.
23Note, we observe qualitatively the same picture when we present the data separated by
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Figure 4.1: Kernel density estimates and histograms of ∆time%itr by
competition type

Regression analysis

In this section, we turn to the empirical framework test whether a higher com-

petition intensity is observed in simultaneous formats over sequential contest

formats. To test our expectation, we estimate the following basic model:

∆time%itr = β0 +β1 ·simtr+β2 ·abilityi+β3 ·simtr*abilityi+ψZtr+εitr, (4.9)

where ∆time%itr denotes the time difference between the cumulative time of

the winner (winner timetr) in a race r and the time of athlete i in World Cup

event t in percent of the winner timetr (as defined above). The variable simtr

is a dummy variable which equals 1 if the race is simultaneous and 0 if the race

is sequential. We proxy an athlete’s ability by using the World Cup score at

the end of the season. More precisely, for each athlete, ability is measured by

the athlete’s World Cup score at the end of the season (WC scorei) in relation

to the World Cup score of the World Cup season winner (winner WC score).

gender (see the Appendix Figure 4.3 and 4.4).
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We normalize the ability relative to the World Cup winner to achieve better

comparability. Thus, abilityi ranges from zero for the World Cup winner and

decreases the lower the athlete’s ability compared to the World Cup winner

(abilityi ∈ (−1, 0]). As result, abilityi is given by

abilityi =
WC scorei

winner WC score
− 1. (4.10)

We also include an interaction term for sim and abilityi (sim*abilityi) to

allow for different contest format effects across ability levels. Ztr includes race

specific controls for weather and snow conditions24 as well as course-specific

information such as maximal climb and height difference between the lowest

and highest course point.

The hypothesis from section three predicts the expected directions of coeffi-

cient estimates β1 and β2: According to the hypothesis, coefficient β1, which

measures the percentage time difference between the simultaneous and sequen-

tial contest format, should be negative25. β2 is also expected to be negative

since higher ability athletes should be faster. If β1 is negative (positive), we

expect β3 to be negative (positive) since a negative (positive) coefficient for the

interaction term represents stronger reaction of athletes with higher abilities

to contest formats.

Table 4.3 reports the estimation results for ∆time%itr as the dependent vari-

able. Note, that we use the aggregate data of female and male competitions in

our estimations. For this reason, we include the dummy variable female which

equals 1 for women’s contests and 0 men’s contests. This dummy captures the

effect of women-specific contest features.26

Model (1) is the basic model without controls. This model may contain

distortions due to the fact that we regard the sequential contest types together.

We counteract this issue by disentangling the two sequential contest formats

Sprint and Individual and introducing the dummy variables sprint and indi in

model (2) (which is 1 if Sprint or Individual and 0 otherwise). In specifications

(1a) and (2a), we include additional race-specific controls. In specifications

(1b) and (2b), we additionally include fixed effects for the ten World Cup

events.

24We make use of the weather and snow conditions at the start of the each race. However,
the conditions do not change drastically within the races.

25In a later model with dummy variables for the different sequential contest we expect
them, of course, to be positive.

26Of course, we drop the winners’ observations to avoid a bias in our analysis.
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Table 4.3: OLS regression of ∆time%itr

VARIABLES (1) (1a) (1b) (2) (2a) (2b)
sim -2.176*** -2.503*** -3.051***

(0.448) (0.494) (0.586)
sprint 1.650*** 2.079*** 2.743***

(0.447) (0.500) (0.583)
indi 3.873*** 3.961*** 4.212***

(0.751) (0.775) (0.888)
ability -5.384*** -5.482*** -5.498*** -7.474*** -7.367*** -7.440***

(0.407) (0.388) (0.381) (0.673) (0.687) (0.689)
ability*sim -2.090*** -1.868** -1.939**

(0.785) (0.789) (0.788)
ability*sprint 1.586** 1.432* 1.512*

(0.783) (0.787) (0.784)
ability*indi 3.618*** 3.337*** 3.356***

(1.229) (1.210) (1.225)
female 2.781*** 3.120*** 2.862*** 2.782*** 3.131*** 2.886***

(0.152) (0.170) (0.215) (0.150) (0.169) (0.219)
Constant 1.471*** 0.660 1.916* -0.706* -1.801*** -1.074

(0.267) (0.476) (1.154) (0.375) (0.547) (1.056)
Controls No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Fixed effects No No Yes No No Yes
Observations 1,080 1,080 1,080 1,080 1,080 1,080
R-squared 0.398 0.437 0.468 0.414 0.445 0.471

Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10

In the basic model (1), the coefficient for simultaneous contests is −2.176%,

which is negative and significant as expected, meaning that we observe a higher

competition intensity in the simultaneous contest format.27 The coefficients of

the ability parameter and the interaction term are as predicted, negative and

significant. As result, the relative time difference to the winner (∆time%itr)

decreases in athletes’ ability. In addition, our regression results indicate that

the contest format effect is stronger for athletes with higher abilities. The

coefficient of the female dummy is positive and significant, i.e. women show a

higher relative time difference to the winner of a race than men.

As specification (2) shows, our results do not change when considering both

sequential contest types separately. The coefficient for Sprint and the coeffi-

cient for Individual are positive and significant, meaning that both sequential

contest formats show a lower contest intensity compared to the simultaneous

contest format. As in specification (1), the coefficient of ability is negative

and significant, meaning that higher ability leads to lower difference. The in-

teraction term coefficients of the Sprint and Individual dummies with ability

are both positive and significant. Thus, we find a stronger effect of the con-

271% equals around 20 seconds in Mass, 13 seconds in Sprint and 25 seconds in Individual.
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test structure on high ability athletes for both formats. The coefficient of the

female dummy is still positive and significant.

Specification (2) reveals that the simultaneous contest format leads to a higher

competition intensity irrespective of length or other specifications within the

sequential contest formats. These results support our hypothesis, which pre-

dicts that there is a higher competition intensity in a simultaneous contest28.

Robustness: Considering an ex ante or pure strategic

perspective

In the previous subsection, we chose an ex post perspective regarding race

time differences and athlete ability. We considered the winner of a race as

a reference point when calculating the time differences and the World Cup

winner of the season as a reference point for estimating the ability level of

other athletes.

Hence, we used information that is only available after the season is over and

consequently were not available to athletes at the time of the contests. Strictly

speaking the model is pure strategic and considers only information know prior

to a race. Thus, one might argue that due to the dynamic of the contests it

is more reasonable to consider information about the previous races, such as

the current WC standings before a particular race. This is the information

athletes can use to design their race strategy prior to the race. To examine

the robustness of our results, we only consider information which is available

before the specific races start.

Considering these issues, we define a new ability term abilityrobitr of athlete i

in a race r in World Cup event t as29

abilityrobitr =

[
λ · LSWCSi

winner LSWCS
+ (1− λ) · WCSi,t−1

leader WCSt−1

]
− 1, (4.11)

with λ = 1
t
, where the first fraction in brackets represents an athlete’s ability

estimation based on the results from the last season, with LSWCSi as the

28In the Appendix we included further regressions separated for men and women without
(Table 4.6) and with race clustered standard errors (Table 4.7). However, our results remain
qualitatively unchanged.

29As above we normalize the new ability term wherewith abilityrobitr ∈ [−1, 0].
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last season WC score of athlete i and winner LSWCS as the final score of the

WC winner from the last season. The second fraction in brackets denotes the

athlete’s ability estimation according to the results from the current season,

with WCSi,t−1 as the WC score of athlete i prior to the World Cup event t

(i.e. the contest weekend) and leader WCSt−1 capturing the current leading

athlete in the WC score prior to the contest t. The weighting factor λ defines

the degree to which the ability of the last season is incorporated in the ability of

athlete i. This relationship means that the later in the season the evaluation of

the ability takes place (i.e. the higher t) the less the result of the last season is

considered. Therefore, we suggest that athletes base their ability beliefs about

others in the first contests partly on the results from last season. Basically,

we rate the results from the last season as the first World Cup of the current

season.

We also make adjustments considering the measure for ∆timeitr, or the race

time differences. In general, prior to a race athletes have beliefs about the

other athletes’ ability to perform in the upcoming race, i.e. they establish

a strategy to outperform specific athletes, where the strongest athlete might

serve as a benchmark. Therefore, we refer to the athlete who showed the

best performance prior to a race, measured by the achieved WC as strongest

athlete.30

Thus, we define ∆timerobitr as the time difference between the cumulative time

of athlete i (athlete timeitr) and the cumulative time of the strongest athlete

prior to the race (strongest athlete timetr) in race r in World Cup event t.31

Thus ∆time%rob
itr is given by:32

∆time%rob
itr =

athlete timeitr − strongest athlete timetr
strongest athlete timetr

· 100. (4.12)

Next, we reconsider the distributions to determine whether a different pattern

appears. Figure 4.2 displays the overall distribution of ∆time%rob
itr for each

specific race-type as well as the respective kernel density estimation. The

overall distribution of the data displays a slightly different pattern than Figure

30Of course, we drop the strongest athletes’ observations.
31Note that we counteract the issue of different distances for every race type as before.

We do this by taking the relative share of the time difference ∆timerobitr to the strongest ath-
lete timetr in percent.

32Note that in contrast to our previous definition we now might have a negative ∆time%rob
itr

if the athlete i is faster as the strongest athlete.
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4.1. Mass Start still has a right skewed distribution and the other two race-

types still have a nearly symmetric distribution shape. In contrast, Mass is

now centered over 2% and Individual is now centered over 1%. Additionally,

Individual has a greater spread and is more likely to be negative. Sprint on

the contrary is centered over 4% and thus, as observed in our previous results,

has a lower competition intensity than Mass Start.33

Figure 4.2: Kernel density estimates and histograms of ∆time%rob
itr by

competition type

Next, we engage the regression analysis to determine the robustness of our

previous results. Thus, we re-estimate the model:

∆time%rob
itr = β0 +β1 · simtr +β2 · abilityrobitr +β3 · simtr*ability

rob
itr +ψZtr + εitr,

where we adjust the two variables ∆time%rob
itr and abilityrobitr . The predictions

remain unchanged. The estimation results are presented in Table 4.4.

Confirming the earlier findings, the adjusted basic model (1) still shows sig-

nificant negative coefficients for the contest, ability and the interaction term.

33Note, we observe qualitatively the same picture when we present the data separated by
gender (see the Appendix).
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Table 4.4: OLS regression of ∆time%rob
itr

VARIABLES (1) (1a) (1b) (2) (2a) (2b)
sim -3.540*** -3.698*** -3.917***

(0.731) (0.741) (0.811)
sprint 3.874*** 4.495*** 4.702***

(0.710) (0.732) (0.787)
indi 0.0901 -0.223 -1.485

(1.365) (1.544) (1.544)
abilityrob -2.734*** -3.888*** -5.583*** -7.424*** -7.491*** -7.425***

(0.602) (0.650) (0.651) (0.893) (0.803) (0.820)
abilityrob*sim -4.682*** -3.631*** -1.927*

(1.075) (1.034) (1.042)
abilityrob*sprint 4.153*** 4.048*** 2.454**

(1.063) (1.018) (1.032)
abilityrob*indi 3.477** 1.267 -1.442

(1.695) (2.003) (1.928)
female 3.513*** 3.908*** 3.574*** 3.482*** 3.828*** 3.264***

(0.214) (0.239) (0.261) (0.201) (0.230) (0.270)
Constant 0.0217 -2.172*** 0.279 -3.507*** -5.654*** -3.919***

(0.457) (0.750) (1.787) (0.575) (0.757) (1.511)
Controls No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Fixed effects No No Yes No No Yes
Observations 1,080 1,080 1,080 1,080 1,080 1,080
R-squared 0.261 0.344 0.414 0.341 0.389 0.456

Robust standard errors in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10

Therefore, specification (1) displays a significantly higher competition inten-

sity in the simultaneous contest format. The female dummy coefficient is again

positive and significant. These results persist when including additional con-

trols and fixed effects for the World Cup events, which are qualitatively the

same as in the previous subsection (specifications (1a) and (1b)).

The results partly change when we estimate the sequential contest types sep-

arately. As before, specification (2) shows positive and significant coefficients

for Sprint and the interaction effect of abilityrob and Sprint. In addition, the

coefficient for ability and the female dummy remain significant. The coefficient

for Individual is, however, no longer significant.34

One possible explanation for the diverging results in Individual might be the

length of the Individual race. Due to the length, athletes might have the

opportunity to set their strategies before their individual start but also update

them to a higher degree during the race due to information they receive, e.g.,

34In the Appendix we included further regressions separated for men and women without
(Table 4.8) and with race clustered standard errors (Table 4.9). For specification (2) the
estimation results show that separated by gender there is a marginally significant effect of
Individual, when including controls and fixed effects. However, our results remain in general
qualitatively unchanged.
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from coaches on the side. Thant our classification of the strongest athlete

is a good benchmark prior to the race and when athletes forming their race

strategy. Yet, athletes make tactical adaptations with information they receive

during the race. These tactical adjustments could explain why a large fraction

of athletes outperform the athlete classified as strongest athlete.35 As a result,

the impact of strategic considerations may decrease for longer course distances

(as in the Individual contest type) as tactical decisions become more important.

Another possible explanation is that the weight of the Individual contest in

the World Cup score is relatively small. Thus, the WC score might be a more

accurate proxy for the two higher frequency contest formats Mass and Sprint

than for Individual.

4.5 Conclusion

We investigate the effect of different contest structures on the competition in-

tensity of heterogeneous contestants theoretically and empirically, considering

whether the competition intensity is higher (lower) when contestants move

simultaneously or sequentially. The majority of theoretical contest analyses

focuses either on simultaneous or on sequential contests. There are a few

studied that compare simultaneous and sequential contests with emphasis on

which format yields the highest cumulative efforts. They suggest that a con-

test designer’s objective function depends on the cumulative effort exhibited.

However, contest designers may be interested not only in total effort maxi-

mization but also in high competition intensity to maximize the number of

spectators and related revenues. It is difficult to test these general theoretical

analyses empirically and, in particular, to compare the competition intensity

of the same contestant in different contest formats. We use a data set based

upon professional biathlon sports competitions, allowing us to observe the same

contestant in different contest structures. Thus, we are the first to empirically

investigate these differences in competition intensities.

First, we present a simplistic model to determine the intuition behind the

impact of contest structure on the behavior of heterogeneous contestants. We

consider two heterogeneous contestants with publicly known abilities who com-

pete for a fixed prize. We separately consider the cases of contestants moving

simultaneously and sequentially and compare the resulting competition in-

35This means that we have a large proportion with a negative ∆time%rob
itr .
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tensities of both contest formats. This comparison leads to the hypothesis

that higher competition intensity should be observed in a simultaneous con-

test format. Next, we empirically examine whether contest structure affects

the competition intensity.

We observe that competition intensity is indeed higher in the Mass Start (si-

multaneous contest format) for athletes who compete for the first place of a

race. This observation evidences our theoretical prediction of higher compe-

tition intensity in a simultaneous contest in comparison to sequential contest.

Our results indicate that this effect decreases with lower contestant ability.

Moreover, our results suggest no behavioral differences for men and women.

These results have practical implications for contest designers in various fields.

If the goal is to design a contest with high excitement or a close race, e.g. a

sports contest, a simultaneous move structure is preferable. If the purpose

of the tournament is to decide which player has the highest ability, a contest

with sequential move structure is preferable (e.g. a promotion tournament in

a firm).
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4.6 Appendix

Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1: Let f(Ei) = aiEi be the output depending on

the effort Ei and the ability parameter ai > 0, prize V > 0 and the cost

function ci(Ei) = γEi, with γ > 0. If both contestants choose their efforts

simultaneously, deriving the first-order condition of equation (2) for contestant

i with respect to Ei of the profit function πi(Ei, Ej) yields:

∂πi(Ei, Ej)

∂Ei
=
ai · (aiEi + ajEj)− aiEi · ai

(aiEi + ajEj)2
· V − γ = 0

⇔ aiajEj
γ
· V = (aiEi + ajEj)

2 (4.13)

equivalent for contestant j:

ajaiEi
γ
· V = (aiEi + ajEj)

2 (4.14)

hence
aiajEj
γ
· V =

ajaiEi
γ
· V ⇔ aiajEjγ = aiajEiγ (4.15)

this yields the best response function for contestant i:

Ei(Ej) =
aiajEj
aiaj

(4.16)

respectively the best response function for contestant j:

Ej(Ei) =
ajaiEi
aiaj

(4.17)

substituting equation (6) into (4) yields the optimum effort and optimum out-

put function for contestant i (in the unique Nash equilibrium) given by:

E∗i =
aiajV

γ(ai + aj)2
and fi(E

∗
i ) = ai

aiajV

γ(ai + aj)2
(4.18)

respectively for contestant j by:

E∗j =
aiajV

γ(ai + aj)2
and fj(Ej)

∗ = aj
aiajV

γ(ai + aj)2
(4.19)
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For proof of uniqueness see, e.g., Nitzan (1994). �

Proof of Proposition 2: We derive the Nash-equilibrium for the case where

effort outlays are made sequentially. We assume w.l.o.g. that contestant i is

the first mover and contestant j the second mover. Contestant j maximizes

his profit function by taking the effort outlay Ei of contestant i as given. The

expected profit function of contestant j is given by:

πj(Ei, Ej) =
fj(Ej)

fi(Ei) + fj(Ej)
· V − γEj =

ajEj
aiEi + ajEj

· V − γEj (4.20)

Deriving the first-order condition with respect to Ej of the profit function

πj(Ei, Ej) given Ei yields contestant j′s best response function :

∂πj(Ei, Ej)

∂Ej
=

√
ajaiEi
γ
· V − (aiEi + ajEj) = 0

⇒ Ej(Ei) =

√
ajaiEi
γ
· V − aiEi
aj

(4.21)

Contestant i chooses his effort Ei given contestant j′s best response function

to contestant i′s effort choice. Deriving the first-order condition with respect

to Ei of the profit function πi(Ei, Ej) given fj(Ej, fi(Ei)) yields:

πi(Ei, Ej(Ei)) =
fi(Ei)

fi(Ei) + fj(Ej(Ei))
·V−γEi =

aiEi

aiEi + (
√

ajaiEi
γ
· V − aiEi)

·V−γEi

∂πi(Ei, Ej(Ei))

∂Ei
=
ai ·
√

ajaiEi
γ
· V − aiEi ·

√
aj
γ
· V · ai

2
√
aiEi

ajaiEi
γ
· V

· V − γ = 0

⇒ E∗∗i =
aiV

4γaj
=

aiV

2ajγ
·
(

1

2

)
(4.22)

substituting equation (8) into (7) results in:

Ej(E
∗∗
i ) =

√
ajaiE∗∗

i

γ
· V − aiE∗∗i
aj

=

√
ajai·

aiV

4γaj

γ
· V − a2i V

4γaj

aj

⇒ E∗∗j =
aiV

2ajγ
·
(

1− 1

2

ai
aj

)
(4.23)

Under the conditions ajEj ≥ 0 and aiEi ≥ 0 we receive the optimum efforts
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in the unique Nash-equilibrium given by:

E∗∗i = aiV
2ajγ
·
(

1
2

)
and E∗∗j = aiV

2ajγ
·
(

1− 1
2
ai
aj

)
if ai ≤ 2aj

E∗∗i =
ajV

γai
and E∗∗j = 0 if ai > 2aj.

(4.24)

Thus optimum outputs in the equilibrium are given by:

fi(E
∗∗
i ) = aiV

2γ
·
(

1
2
ai
aj

)
and fj(E

∗∗
j ) = aiV

2γ
·
(

1− 1
2
ai
aj

)
if ai ≤ 2aj

fi(E
∗∗
i ) =

ajV

γ
and fj(E

∗∗
j ) = 0 if ai > 2aj.

(4.25)

�

Proof of Proposition 3: We define the difference in outputs as competition

intensity ι =
f(E∗

L)

f(E∗
H)

. Further, we define ιsim as the competition intensity in the

simultaneous case and ιseq as the competition intensity in the sequential case,

where we assume w.l.o.g. that contestant i is the first mover and contestant j

the second mover. We need to proof that:

ιsim =
f(Esim

L )

f(Esim
H )

>
f(Eseq

L )

f(Eseq
H )

= ιseq (4.26)

Two situations may arise. In Situation 1 the first mover is the high ability type

and in Situation 2 the second mover is the high ability type. Note, we only

consider the interior solution and thus ai ≤ 2aj since there is no competition

with only one contestant (when ai > 2aj).

Situation 1: ai > aj, with the competition intensity ι =
fj(Ej)

fi(Ei)
:

f(Esim
L )

f(Esim
H )

=
aj

aiajV

γ(ai+aj)2

ai
aiajV

γ(ai+aj)2

>

aiV
2γ
·
(

1− 1
2
ai
aj

)
a2i V

2ajγ
·
(

1
2

) =
f(Eseq

L )

f(Eseq
H )

(4.27)

⇔ aj
ai
>

2aj
ai

(
1− 1

2

ai
aj

)
(4.28)

⇔ ai > aj (4.29)

thus⇒ ιsim > ιseq (4.30)
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Situation 2: aj > ai, with the competition intensity ι = fi(Ei)
fj(Ej)

:

f(Esim
L )

f(Esim
H )

=
ai

aiajV

γ(ai+aj)2

aj
aiajV

γ(ai+aj)2

>

a2i V

2ajγ
·
(

1
2

)
aiV
2γ
·
(

1− 1
2
ai
aj

) =
f(Eseq

L )

f(Eseq
H )

(4.31)

⇔ ai
aj
>

ai
2aj(

1− 1
2
ai
aj

) (4.32)

⇔ ai
aj
>

ai
2aj − ai

(4.33)

⇔ aj > ai (4.34)

thus⇒ ιsim > ιseq (4.35)

Thus the following relationship holds in the equilibrium, irrespective if the

contestant with the high ability moves first or second:

ιsim > ιseq. (4.36)

�
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Tables and Figures

Table 4.5: Summary statistics (time is displayed in seconds)

MASS START INDIVIDUAL SPRINT
Class of

Competititors
Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Obs Mean Std. Dev. Obs Mean Std. Dev.

MEN
(all)

Course Time (CT) 148 2181.81 106.50 336 2898.67 224.62 1003 1477.20 85.26
Shooting Time (ST) 148 300.60 47.19 336 427.80 126.71 1003 174.10 43.18
Cumulative Time (CUM T) 148 2482.41 139.36 336 3326.47 280.89 1003 1651.30 108.08
Behind 148 86.03 64.53 336 387.28 233.94 1003 142.32 90.80
Behind/CUM T 148 0.03 0.02 336 0.11 0.06 1003 0.08 0.05
CT/CUM T 148 0.88 0.01 336 0.87 0.03 1003 0.90 0.02

WOMEN
(all)

Course Time (CT) 148 2057.53 121.80 292 2629.93 169.48 888 1280.31 87.77
Shooting Time (ST) 148 327.18 56.29 292 502.84 150.91 888 195.19 50.16
Cumulative Time (CUM T) 148 2384.71 148.88 292 3132.78 260.62 888 1475.50 111.52
Behind 148 130.13 80.02 292 448.55 244.17 888 176.68 93.97
Behind/CUM T 148 0.05 0.03 292 0.14 0.07 888 0.12 0.05
CT/CUM T 148 0.86 0.02 292 0.84 0.04 888 0.87 0.03

MEN
(others)

Course Time (CT) 246 2941.10 213.91 695 1498.84 85.56
Shooting Time (ST) 246 462.48 126.04 695 186.94 43.12
Cumulative Time (CUM T) 246 3403.59 257.90 695 1685.78 104.48
Behind 246 470.84 215.34 695 178.34 85.11
Behind/CUM T 246 0.14 0.05 695 0.10 0.04
CT/CUM T 246 0.86 0.03 695 0.89 0.02

WOMEN
(others)

Course Time (CT) 200 2693.45 151.63 558 1311.81 85.58
Shooting Time (ST) 200 542.14 152.37 558 211.37 50.63
Cumulative Time (CUM T) 200 3235.59 228.99 558 1523.18 102.40
Behind 200 557.64 209.81 558 226.07 79.71
Behind/CUM T 200 0.17 0.05 558 0.15 0.04
CT/CUM T 200 0.83 0.04 558 0.86 0.03

Note: ”all” represents our complete data set. ”others” includes only the data of athletes that we dropped when restricting the data.

Table 4.6: OLS regression of ∆time%itr separated by gender

female male
VARIABLES (1) (1a) (1b) (2) (2a) (2b) (1) (1a) (1b) (2) (2a) (2b)
sim -2.779*** -3.798*** -3.982*** -1.594*** -1.636*** -1.875

(0.585) (0.716) (0.783) (0.578) (0.582) (4.852)
sprint 2.298*** 3.548*** 3.709*** 1.062* 1.390** 1.981

(0.578) (0.742) (0.780) (0.575) (0.588) (3.572)
indi 4.319*** 4.167*** 3.144** 3.370*** 4.970*** -5.657

(1.115) (1.125) (1.305) (0.871) (0.899) (33.45)
ability -6.782*** -6.773*** -6.719*** -9.171*** -9.124*** -9.169*** -3.413*** -3.597*** -3.718*** -5.155*** -4.954*** -5.011***

(0.592) (0.555) (0.547) (0.852) (0.870) (0.870) (0.468) (0.446) (0.426) (0.921) (0.925) (0.929)
ability*sim -2.390** -2.355** -2.450** -1.742* -1.417 -1.293

(1.037) (1.029) (1.026) (1.032) (1.021) (1.021)
ability*sprint 1.875* 1.919* 2.005** 1.339 0.960 0.931

(1.025) (1.028) (1.014) (1.027) (1.028) (1.033)
ability*indi 3.962** 3.817** 3.861** 3.035** 2.308* 2.367*

(1.819) (1.729) (1.746) (1.447) (1.357) (1.365)
Constant 3.549*** 3.503*** 23.61 0.770* -0.355 19.84 2.491*** 1.027 1.351 0.898* -2.721*** 8.368

(0.393) (0.693) (21.55) (0.433) (0.790) (21.53) (0.308) (0.650) (8.716) (0.490) (0.847) (27.67)
Controls No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Fixed effects No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
Observations 552 552 552 552 552 552 528 528 528 528 528 528
R-squared 0.332 0.382 0.423 0.343 0.386 0.432 0.150 0.236 0.313 0.194 0.295 0.315

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10
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Table 4.7: OLS regression of ∆time%itr separated by gender (race clustered
standard errors)

female male
VARIABLES (1) (1a) (1b) (2) (2a) (2b) (1) (1a) (1b) (2) (2a) (2b)
sim -2.779*** -3.798*** -3.982*** -1.594*** -1.636*** -1.875***

(0.550) (0.682) (0.382) (0.543) (0.500) (0.414)
sprint 2.298*** 3.548*** 3.709*** 1.062** 1.390** 1.981***

(0.496) (0.676) (0.359) (0.414) (0.487) (0.380)
indi 4.319*** 4.167*** 3.144*** 3.370*** 4.970*** -5.657***

(1.242) (0.985) (0.762) (1.163) (0.892) (1.066)
ability -6.782*** -6.773*** -6.719*** -9.171*** -9.124*** -9.169*** -3.413*** -3.597*** -3.718*** -5.155*** -4.954*** -5.011***

(0.523) (0.525) (0.505) (0.392) (0.394) (0.398) (0.539) (0.505) (0.510) (0.554) (0.466) (0.472)
ability*sim -2.390*** -2.355*** -2.450*** -1.742** -1.417* -1.293*

(0.653) (0.646) (0.643) (0.772) (0.684) (0.694)
ability*sprint 1.875*** 1.919*** 2.005*** 1.339* 0.960 0.931

(0.600) (0.614) (0.606) (0.719) (0.677) (0.674)
ability*indi 3.962*** 3.817*** 3.861*** 3.035* 2.308 2.367

(1.248) (1.297) (1.307) (1.511) (1.403) (1.412)
Constant 3.549*** 3.503*** 23.61*** 0.770*** -0.355 19.84*** 2.491*** 1.027 1.351** 0.898** -2.721*** 8.368***

(0.517) (0.578) (0.103) (0.187) (0.757) (0.265) (0.433) (0.716) (0.483) (0.328) (0.543) (0.645)
Controls No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Fixed effects No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
Observations 552 552 552 552 552 552 528 528 528 528 528 528
R-squared 0.332 0.382 0.423 0.343 0.386 0.432 0.150 0.236 0.313 0.194 0.295 0.315

Robust standard errors in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10

Table 4.8: OLS regression of ∆time%rob
itr separated by gender

female male
VARIABLES (1) (1a) (1b) (2) (2a) (2b) (1) (1a) (1b) (2) (2a) (2b)
sim -4.820*** -7.444*** -4.268*** -2.369*** -3.472*** -32.85***

(1.033) (1.061) (1.045) (0.899) (0.914) (5.049)
sprint 6.182*** 7.862*** 4.131*** 1.830** 3.934*** 24.82***

(0.980) (1.068) (1.041) (0.907) (0.952) (3.730)
indi -2.058 3.006 4.731** 2.291 3.700*** 210.3***

(1.837) (1.917) (1.998) (1.545) (1.294) (34.40)
abilityrob -4.700*** -5.890*** -7.701*** -10.43*** -10.39*** -10.40*** -0.581 -1.531** -3.425*** -4.286*** -4.562*** -4.473***

(0.941) (0.771) (0.760) (1.180) (1.123) (1.065) (0.721) (0.744) (0.510) (1.162) (1.072) (1.057)
abilityrob*sim -5.732*** -4.499*** -2.702** -3.705*** -3.066** -1.047

(1.508) (1.368) (1.307) (1.366) (1.317) (1.172)
abilityrob*sprint 6.295*** 5.673*** 2.512* 2.300* 3.719*** 1.401

(1.476) (1.377) (1.301) (1.378) (1.368) (1.193)
abilityrob*indi 1.282 -0.248 3.531 5.547*** -0.155 -0.283

(2.324) (2.585) (2.637) (1.969) (1.650) (1.656)
Constant 2.278*** 1.898** -44.16* -2.542*** -4.975*** -48.95** 1.345** -3.000*** 58.92*** -1.025 -8.203*** -170.0***

(0.745) (0.853) (23.14) (0.717) (1.020) (23.04) (0.540) (0.937) (8.962) (0.721) (1.073) (28.43)
Controls No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Fixed effects No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
Observations 552 552 552 552 552 552 528 528 528 528 528 528
R-squared 0.145 0.432 0.583 0.293 0.444 0.583 0.021 0.232 0.550 0.084 0.260 0.551

Robust standard errors in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10

Table 4.9: OLS regression of ∆time%rob
itr separated by gender (race clustered

standard errors)

female male
VARIABLES (1) (1a) (1b) (2) (2a) (2b) (1) (1a) (1b) (2) (2a) (2b)
sim -4.820** -7.444*** -4.268*** -2.369 -3.472* -32.85***

(1.918) (2.044) (0.492) (1.694) (1.673) (0.472)
sprint 6.182*** 7.862*** 4.131*** 1.830 3.934** 24.82***

(1.512) (1.992) (0.505) (1.575) (1.719) (0.437)
indi -2.058 3.006 4.731*** 2.291 3.700* 210.3***

(4.095) (2.636) (1.084) (3.559) (1.855) (0.807)
abilityrob -4.700** -5.890*** -7.701*** -10.43*** -10.39*** -10.40*** -0.581 -1.531 -3.425*** -4.286*** -4.562*** -4.473***

(2.059) (1.382) (0.593) (0.426) (0.383) (0.374) (2.001) (1.172) (0.388) (0.851) (0.663) (0.647)
abilityrob*sim -5.732** -4.499*** -2.702*** -3.705 -3.066** -1.047

(2.102) (1.493) (0.701) (2.174) (1.210) (0.754)
abilityrob*sprint 6.295** 5.673*** 2.512*** 2.300 3.719** 1.401*

(2.408) (1.670) (0.719) (1.878) (1.313) (0.725)
abilityrob*indi 1.282 -0.248 3.531** 5.547 -0.155 -0.283

(2.888) (2.667) (1.576) (3.265) (1.007) (0.965)
Constant 2.278 1.898 -44.16*** -2.542*** -4.975*** -48.95*** 1.345 -3.000 58.92*** -1.025 -8.203** -170.0***

(1.874) (1.721) (3.188) (0.410) (1.633) (2.706) (1.500) (2.657) (0.359) (0.789) (2.858) (0.423)
Controls No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Fixed effects No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
Observations 552 552 552 552 552 552 528 528 528 528 528 528
R-squared 0.145 0.432 0.583 0.293 0.444 0.583 0.021 0.232 0.550 0.084 0.260 0.551

Robust standard errors in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10
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Figure 4.3: Kernel density estimates and histograms of ∆time%itr (men)

Figure 4.4: Kernel density estimates and histograms of ∆time%itr (women)
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Figure 4.5: Kernel density estimates and histograms of ∆time%rob
itr (men)

Figure 4.6: Kernel density estimates and histograms of ∆time%rob
itr (women)
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CHAPTER 5

Timing Dynamics in Risk-Taking

Contests

Abstract

We study risk taking and timing in a simple contest model with two heteroge-

neous agents. Agents can decide between a safe and risky action, in which we

allow for different degrees of correlation between outcomes of the risky strate-

gies. We study this model using different time structures, i.e. agents move

simultaneously, sequentially or their move order is determined endogenously.

We illustrate that the correlation has a crucial influence on not only agents’

risk taking but also their risk timing.

5.1 Introduction

In a contest two or more players compete for one prize. The result of a con-

test is determined by the contestants’ strategies, with a winning probability

for each contestant based on their relative performance (see Lazear and Rosen

(1981) and Tullock (1988)). Most models use the contestants’ effort as the

determining factor. However, there are factors other than the effort that in-

fluence the outcome or result of a contest. An important factor addressed in

this paper is risk, i.e. players choose between strategies with volatile or secure

outcomes.

More specifically, we focus on the risk-taking decision and study a simple

model of a risk-taking contest, i.e. there is no effort choice. The heterogeneous

contestants have two different possible actions, a safe and risky one1. We con-

1We maintain the traditional notations “risky” and “safe” for simplicity and consistency.
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tribute to the existing literature in two steps. First, we extend an existing

model developed by Nieken and Sliwka (2010), which is arguably a generaliza-

tion of Taylor (2003), and allow for different dynamics or move-orders. In a

second step, we compare these different move-orders to model the endogenous

risk timing decision in a situation without a predetermined move-structure.

One approach is to include a risk choice into an existing contest model with

effort choices, as seen in e.g. by Hvide (2002), Kräkel and Sliwka (2004) or

Kräkel et al. (2014). Yet, we focus on the risk decision part, similar to e.g.

Gaba and Kalra (1999), Hvide and Kristiansen (2003) or Nieken and Sliwka

(2010). There are three major reasons for separating risk and effort decisions.

First, the effort decision is made before the actual contest and manifests itself

in agents’ heterogeneity, e.g. in some sports contests the actual effort occurs

as or during training (for risk-taking in a sports contest, see e.g. Grund and

Gürtler (2005) or Bothner et al. (2007)). Second, even if there is an effort

decision, it is arguably irrelevant or it has an upper limit and players take the

highest possible effort. Third, effort is a function of a starting advantage or

lead, which is determined by risk choice. For example, in a political contest, the

amount of campaign spending can be seen as effort. If the amount of possible

campaign spending is a result of the advantage of a politician at the beginning

of a race, his or her ability to raise money and therefore effort is determined

by strategy beforehand, which includes risk and timing decisions. (We should

point out that there is a rich literature on political contests including risk

e.g. Messner and Polborn (2004), Mattozzi and Merlo (2008) and Gersbach

(2009)).

Intuitively, a leading player takes a safe action to secure his lead and a trailing

player takes the risky action or is gambling for resurrection (see Downs and

Rocke (1994)), at least as long as the expected gain from a risky action is not

high enough. If risk gains are attractive enough, both players will take risky

strategies2. This first intuition fails for high correlations of risky strategies. As

soon as the correlation exceeds 0.5, the overall volatility is higher if one player

chooses a risky strategy and the other selects a safe strategy than if both

players choose risky strategies. As a result, the risky strategy is no longer

dominant for the trailing player.

Yet, we argue that it would be more accurate to call them “volatile” and “fix outcome”
because all choices only increase or decrease the winning probability.

2If the expected gain from the risky strategy exceeds the advantage of the leading player,
he would become the underdog if he sticks to a safe strategy (sometimes this is called knife-
edge; see Rose-Ackerman (1991)).
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This range of parameters, wherein no player has a dominant strategy, is dis-

cussed at length in this paper. Here, the leading player has the incentive to

match the other player. Hence, she can secure herself against a high outcome

of the rival by taking a risky strategy herself. On the other hand, a trailing

player, who prefers the overall volatility to be as high as possible, aims for an

antithetical strategy, which is a safe action if the leading player plays risky. In

simultaneous cases, there is no pure strategy equilibrium for such a situation.

We find that in a mixed strategy equilibrium, it is more likely that the leading

player takes a risky strategy than the trailing player as long as the expected

outcome is positive. Otherwise, the trailing player is more likely to choose the

risky action.

The main contribution of this paper is to determine the effect of the timing

dynamics of the contest. Therefore, we successively examine the different

dynamics or mover-orders. We start with the basic model and the simultaneous

case (the model of Nieken and Sliwka (2010)). Next, we describe the sequential

case. Lastly, we expand the model in the time dimension where players must

make an additional timing decision. For a large range of the parameter space,

timing has no influence on the action players take in an equilibrium. In fact,

differences only occur in contests where correlations between risky strategies

are high.

The theoretical model is applicable to various types of actual contests. The

motivation for Taylor (2003), for example, was the empirical evidence that win-

ning managers in mutual fund tournaments were more likely to gamble, which

was seen previously as a contradiction to tournament theory. An example from

sports is the tire strategy and timing in Formula One racing, where leading

drivers typically match the tire strategy of the trailing direct opponent3. In a

political campaign, the front runner can secure himself by matching concrete

political statements of their rivals, which is see as a risky strategy4.

3This could be the tire type choice. Another risk action is the so-called undercut, which
is a tire change before the optimal predicted number of laps is reached.

4For example, this political strategy was arguably an important part of the long-lasting
political success of the German Chancellor Angela Merkel. She matched important campaign
pledges and parts of the political agenda of the biggest rival party, the social democratic
party (SPD), (e.g. rent control). It reduced the overall volatility which was in favor of
Merkel.
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5.2 Basic Model

Consider a simple contest with two heterogeneous players based on Nieken

and Sliwka (2010). Both players can choose between a risky action and a safe

action, ai ∈ {r, s}. The outcome yi of each player depends on his decision and

is normalized such that ỹsi = 0 if ai = s and ỹri ∼ N(µ, σ2) if ai = r.

We assume that one player has an advantage or lead at the start of the contest.

W.l.o.g. we assume player A to be the leading player. Her advantage is given

with ∆ > 0 and −1 < µ
∆
< 1. Let yi be the outcome of i. A wins the contest

if yA + ∆ > yB, i.e. the player with the higher outcome wins. In addition, we

assume players to be risk neutral5.

The variance of outcome ỹri of the risky actions is the same for both players

with σ2 and correlated with the correlation coefficient ρ ∈ (−1, 1). Let the

prize/value for winning the contest be v = 1.

Therefore, the winning probability of player A is PA = Pr(ỹA + ∆− ỹB > 0).

Here ∆̃y = ỹrA + ∆− ỹrB follows a normal distribution with

∆̃y = ỹrA + ∆− ỹrB ∼ N(∆, 2σ2(1− ρ)) (5.1)

if both players choose the risky strategy, (aA, aB) = (r, r).

Then, the winning probabilities P
(aA,aB)
A and P

(aA,aB)
B with the actions (aA, aB)

are

P rr
A = Φ

(
∆

σλ

)
P rr
B = Φ

(
−∆

σλ

)
(5.2)

P sr
A = Φ

(
∆− µ
σ

)
P sr
B = Φ

(
−∆ + µ

σ

)
(5.3)

P rs
A = Φ

(
∆ + µ

σ

)
P rs
B = Φ

(
−∆− µ

σ

)
(5.4)

P ss
A = 1 P ss

B = 0 (5.5)

where Φ(·) is the cumulative distribution function of a standard normal distri-

bution and λ =
√

2(1− ρ). Note that λ decreases with ρ and is equal to 1 if

ρ = 0.5, i.e. in this case the variance of ∆̃y is equal the variance of ỹri .

To begin, the best responses of the players are as follows: as ∆ > µ, player

5We choose this assumption for simplicity reasons but would find similar results if players
were risk avers. In fact, there is no need for any risk preference assumption till the cases of
endogenous risk timing with a discount factor in section 5.
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A has a real advantage in any case, i.e. her probability of winning is always

greater than 0.5 6. Therefore, ceteris paribus player A always prefers a lower

variance and player B a higher variance. If both players take a safe strategy,

player A wins. Therefore, we know that player A’s best response to a safe

strategy is always safe and player B’s best response is always risky. Next, we

concentrate on responses of players to a risky strategy of the other player. If

we compare the variance of the distribution with one risky strategy (σ) to the

variance with two risky strategies (σλ), we find that the variance is greater

up to a ρ = 0.5 (λ = 1) if both choose the risky strategy. For a ρ > 0.5,

the variance decreases compared to the case when only one player chooses the

risky strategy. Therefore, even if there is no expected outcome advantage of

the risky strategy (µ = 0), player A prefers a risky strategy as a response if

player B takes the risky strategy.

The second variable that influences the choice of strategy is the expected

outcome of the risky strategy relative to the advantage of player A given with
µ
∆

. If there is no correlation (ρ = 0), player A prefers the risky strategy, as

long as µ
∆
> 1 − 1√

2
≈ 0.29. For smaller correlations, she is more hesitant to

take the risky action, e.g. for ρ = −1 the relationship µ
∆

must be higher than

0.5. As soon as ρ exceeds 7
8
, she prefers a risky strategy. Overall, this means

that player A does not automatically prefer the safe strategy, which is the

case for combinations of low ρ and µ
∆

. For combinations of high ρ and µ
∆

, the

optimal strategy is for player A to copy her rival’s strategy. On the other hand,

player B can increase volatility by responding with a safe strategy to the risky

strategy of player A if ρ > 0.5. He is more reluctant to switch for higher µ
∆

up

to a correlation of ρ > 7
8

but more willing for negative expected outcomes, e.g.

for ρ = 0, µ
∆

has to be lower than 1√
2
− 1 ≈ −0.29, and for ρ = −1 lower than

−0.5. Overall, player B prefers a risky strategy for combinations of low ρ and

high µ
∆

. For higher correlations and low expected values, his optimal strategy

is antithetical to that of player A. These two basic conditions are given in

Lemma 1 and 2, and Figure 5.1 represents their graphic interpretation.

Lemma 17– If µ
∆
≤ 1− 1

λ
, the safe action is a dominant action for the leading

player. If µ
∆
≥ 1 − 1

λ
, the best response of the leading player is to mirror the

action of the trailing player.

Lemma 2 – If µ
∆
≥ 1

λ
− 1, the risky action is a dominant action for the

trailing player. If µ
∆
≤ 1

λ
− 1, the best response of the trailing player is to take

6I.e. there is no knife-edge, see Rose-Ackerman (1991).
7All proofs are located in the Appendix.
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the opposite action of the leading player.

ρ

µ
∆

mirror player B

safe is dominant

(a) Lemma 1 (leading player)

ρ

µ
∆

risky is dominant

opposite of A

(b) Lemma 2 (trailing player)

Figure 5.1: Best responses: Graphical presentation of Lemma 1 & 2

5.3 Simultaneous Case

This chapter presents the conclusions of Nieken and Sliwka (2010)8. Figure

5.2 represents the strategic form game.

T risky safe

risky Φ
(

∆
σλ

)
Φ
(−∆
σλ

)
Φ
(

∆+µ
σ

)
Φ
(−∆−µ

σ

)
safe Φ

(
∆−µ
σ

)
Φ
(−∆+µ

σ

)
1 0

Figure 5.2: Strategic form game

The equilibrium conditions usually depend on µ
∆

and ρ. Therefore, we present

these conditions graphically in a diagram and call a range of parameters an

area. In the simultaneous case, we find three such areas with different equilibria

(see Figure 5.3).

Player B never chooses a safe strategy in a pure strategy equilibrium because

the best response of player A to a safe strategy is always safe and player B’s

best response to a safe strategy of A is always risky. We find two pure strategy

Nash equilibria, (safe, risky) in area A and (risky, risky) in area B, as well as a

8With the minor difference, that we allow for negative correlation.
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mixed strategy equilibrium in area C. The following Propositions (1a, 1b and

1c) correspond to these areas of equilibria.

Proposition 1a: There exists a pure strategy Nash equilibrium in which the

leading player A plays the safe strategy and B plays the risky strategy if and

only if
µ

∆
≤ 1− 1

λ
. (5.6)

In this area, safe is a dominant strategy for player A. Player B’s best response

is to take the risky action if µ
∆
≥ 1

λ
−1 and to take the opposite of A if µ

∆
≤ 1

λ
−1,

which is also the risky action.

Proposition 1b: There exists a pure strategy Nash equilibrium in which the

leading player A plays the risky strategy and B plays the risky strategy if and

only if
µ

∆
≥ 1

λ
− 1 and

µ

∆
≥ 1− 1

λ
. (5.7)

In this area, risky is a dominant strategy for player B. Player A’s best response

is to mirror the action of B, which is the risky action.

Proposition 1c: There exists a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium if and only

if

1− 1

λ
≤ µ

∆
≤ 1

λ
− 1. (5.8)

Here, the leading player A plays the risky strategy with probability p

p =
Φ
(−∆+µ

σ

)
Φ
(

∆
σλ

)
+ Φ

(−∆+µ
σ

)
− Φ

(
∆+µ
σ

) , (5.9)

and player B plays the risky strategy with probability q

q =
Φ
(−∆−µ

σ

)
Φ
(

∆
σλ

)
+ Φ

(−∆+µ
σ

)
− Φ

(
∆+µ
σ

) . (5.10)

In the Nash equilibrium the probability p of player A choosing the risky strategy

is higher than the probability q of player B choosing the risky strategy, if the

risky strategy has a positive expected outcome µ > 0, and smaller otherwise.

In this area, there are no dominant strategies. Player A’s best response is

to mirror player B and player B’s best response is to take the opposite of A.

Hence, there is no Nash equilibrium in pure strategies. In a mixed strategy

equilibrium, it is more likely that the leading player A takes a risky action
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than B if its expected outcome µ is positive. In contrast, in cases of negative

expected outcomes it is more likely that the trailing player takes the risky

action9.

Lemma 3 – The winning probability in the mixed strategy equilibrium Mi is

symmetrical about the ρ-axis.

Therefore, the winning probabilities in the mixed equilibrium depend on the

absolute expected outcome of the risky strategy |µ|. Note that at the borders,

the mixed strategy turns into the pure strategy equilibrium of the adjacent

area, with p = 0 and q = 1 on the border to area A ( µ
∆

= 1− 1
λ

with ρ > 0.5)

and p = 1 and q = 1 on the border to area B ( µ
∆

= 1
λ
− 1 with ρ > 0.5).

ρ

µ
∆

1a: (safe, risky)

1c: mixed

1b: (risky, risky)

Figure 5.3: Areas of the simultaneous case
Each area displays the equilibrium strategies for one proposition.

9Because p > q if Φ
(
−∆+µ
σ

)
> Φ

(
−∆−µ
σ

)
, which is the case if and only if µ > 0.
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5.4 Sequential Cases

In the sequential case of the tournament, one of the players must choose his or

her action prior to the other player. The second player can observe whether

the first player chooses the risky action but not its outcome.

B moves first

Figure 5.4 represents the game tree when the trailing player B moves first.

B

A

Φ
(−∆
σλ

)
;Φ
(

∆
σλ

)r
Φ
(−∆+µ

σ

)
;Φ
(

∆−µ
σ

)s

r

A

Φ
(−∆−µ

σ

)
;Φ
(

∆+µ
σ

)r

0;1

s

s

Figure 5.4: Sequential Game Tree when the trailing player moves first

If B plays safe in the first stage, the optimal answer of A is to play safe as well.

In this case, A wins the contest. Therefore, B plays risky in the first stage.

The optimal response of A, if B plays risky, is, according to Lemma 1, risky

if and only if µ
∆
≥ 1 − 1

λ
. Here Φ

(
∆
σλ

)
is the probability that A wins when

she plays risky and Φ
(

∆−µ
σ

)
is the probability that A wins when she plays

safe. For low expected outcomes of the risky action or small correlations, if
µ
∆
< 1− 1

λ
, the safe action is a dominant answer for player A.

Similar to the simultaneous case, player A chooses the risky action if its

expected outcome is high enough. She also chooses the risky action if the

correlation of the two risky actions becomes high enough. In this case, she can

hedge against a high outcome of the risky action of player B by choosing the

risky action as well. As a result, we present the following two propositions (2a

and 2b). Figure 5.5 displays the graphic representation of those propositions.

Proposition 2a: There exists a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in which

the trailing and first moving player B takes the risky strategy and the leading

and second moving player A takes the safe action (s∗A = (safe, safe)) if and

only if
µ

∆
≤ 1− 1

λ
. (5.11)
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Proposition 2b: There exists a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in which

the trailing and first moving player B takes the risky strategy and the leading

and second moving player A takes the risky action (s∗A = (risky, safe)) if and

only if
µ

∆
≥ 1− 1

λ
. (5.12)

ρ

µ
∆

2b: (risky; (risky, safe))

2a: (risky; (safe, safe))

Figure 5.5: (s∗B; s∗A) Areas if the trailing player moves first
Each area displays the equilibrium strategies for one proposition. The underlined actions are chosen in the

equilibrium.

There is an area in which the safe strategy is attractive for player A and she

chooses to play safe in the second stage, despite what player B did in the first

stage. When playing safe becomes less attractive, player A chooses to mirror

what player B did in the first stage. In any case, player B has no choice but

to take the risky action in the first stage.
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A moves first

Figure 5.6 depicts the game tree when the leading player A moves first.

A

B

Φ
(

∆
σλ

)
;Φ
(−∆
σλ

)r
Φ
(

∆+µ
σ

)
;Φ
(−∆−µ

σ

)s

r

B

Φ
(

∆−µ
σ

)
;Φ
(−∆+µ

σ

)r

1,0

s

s

Figure 5.6: Sequential Game Tree when the leading player moves first

In terms of the best response of the second player, which in this case is B,

if player A plays safe, player B will respond with the risky action because

otherwise he loses. If A plays risky in the first stage, player B wins with

probability Φ
(−∆
σλ

)
if he plays risky and with probability Φ

(−∆−µ
σ

)
if he plays

safe. Therefore, player B plays risky in the second stage if and only if µ
∆
≥

1
λ
−1.10 As a result, the winning probability of A choosing risky in the first stage

is Φ
(

∆
σλ

)
and his winning probability of choosing safe is Φ

(
∆−µ
σ

)
. Therefore, if

B plays risky in the second stage, A plays risky in the first stage if µ
∆
≥ 1− 1

λ
11.

We record the following two propositions (3a and 3b).

Proposition 3a: There exists a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in which

the leading and first moving player A takes the safe strategy and the trailing

and second moving player B takes the risky action (s∗B = (risky, risky)) if and

only if
µ

∆
≥ 1

λ
− 1 and

µ

∆
≤ 1− 1

λ
. (5.13)

Proposition 3b: There exists a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in which

the leading and first moving player A takes the risky strategy and the trailing

and second moving player B takes the risky action (s∗B = (risky, risky)) if and

only if
µ

∆
≥ 1

λ
− 1 and

µ

∆
≥ 1− 1

λ
. (5.14)

In the areas A and B, the trailing player always answers with the risky action.

In the other areas ( µ
∆
≤ 1

λ
− 1), the best response of B is to take the opposite

10Lemma 2
11Lemma 1
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of A12, i.e. B takes the safe action if A plays risky and the risky action if A

plays safe in the first stage. Here, player A wins with probability Φ
(

∆+µ
σ

)
by

playing risky in the first stage and with probability Φ
(

∆−µ
σ

)
by playing safe

in the first stage. Moreover, the variance is the same in both cases, but A can

decide whether she wants to take the risk herself or leave it to player B. She

should choose the risky strategy if its expected outcome µ is positive and the

safe strategy otherwise. Therefore, the winning probability of A in this areas

is Φ
(

∆+|µ|
σ

)
. As result, we record Propositions 3c and 3d. Figure 5.7 displays

the graphical representation of the Propositions 3 (a, b, c and d).

ρ

µ
∆

3a: (safe; (risky, risky))

3c: (safe; (safe, risky))

3d: (risky; (safe, risky))

3b: (risky; (risky, risky))

Figure 5.7: (s∗A; s∗B) Areas if the leading player moves first
Each area displays the equilibrium strategies for one proposition. The underlined actions are chosen in the

equilibrium.

Proposition 3c: There exists a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in which

the leading and first moving player A takes the safe strategy and the trailing

and second moving player B takes the risky action (s∗B = (safe, risky)) if and

only if
µ

∆
≤ 1

λ
− 1 and µ ≤ 0. (5.15)

12Lemma 2
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Proposition 3d: There exists a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in which

the leading and first moving player A takes the risky strategy and the trailing

and second moving player B takes the safe action (s∗B = (safe, risky)) if and

only if
µ

∆
≤ 1

λ
− 1 and µ > 0. (5.16)

Comparison of exogenous dynamics

In preparation for the next chapter on endogenous dynamics, we call Mi the

payoff of player i if both players act simultaneously, Hi the payoff if i moves

first, and Ri the payoff if player i moves second. There are two types of areas.

In the first, there is at least one player with a dominant strategy (Figure 5.8:

areas A, B and C), and in the other, there is no dominant strategy (Figure 5.8:

areas D and E). If there is a dominant strategy, the dynamics do not matter;

the payoffs are the same for every move order (Hi = Mi = Ri, ∀i), with the

winning probabilities P rr
i in area B and P sr

i in areas A and C.

If there is no dominant strategy, both players have a second mover advantage

(Hi < Mi < Ri, ∀i). In these areas, the dynamics matter. Both players prefer

being the second mover over playing a simultaneous game, and both prefer a

simultaneous game over being the first mover. Player A prefers every state

in which both players choose the same actions over any state in which they

choose different actions. By moving second, she can ensure that such a state

is reached. On the other hand, if she moves first, player B ensures that there

is a state in which both players choose a different action, which he prefers over

any state in which both take the same action.

Hence, in area D both play risky if B moves first (RA = P rr
A and HB = P rr

B ).

If player A moves first, she plays risky and B plays safe (HA = P rs
A and

RB = P rs
B ). The winning probability of the simultaneous game for player A is

MA = qP sr
A +(1−q)P ss

A = qP rr
A +(1−q)P rs

A . If we use RA = P rr
A and HA = P rs

A ,

then MA = qRA + (1− q)HA is smaller than RA and greater than HA, because

RA > HA and 0 < q < 1. For player B, the winning probability is MB =

pP rs
B + (1−p)P ss

B = pP rr
B + (1−p)P sr

B which is MB = pRB = pHB + (1−p)P sr
B

with HB = P rr
B , RB = P rs

A and P ss
B = 0. Then MB is smaller than RB and

larger than HB, because HB < P rs
B and 0 < p < 1. The only difference in

area E is that player A prefers to leave the risky action to player B if she is

the first mover, because its expected outcome µ is less than 0 (HA = P sr
A and
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RB = P sr
B ). The order (Hi < Mi < Ri, ∀i) as well as the winning probabilities

remains the same, because HA = Φ
(

∆+|µ|
σ

)
and RB = Φ

(
∆
σλ

)
as well as MA

and MB (see Lemma 3) are symmetrical about the ρ-axis. Figure 5.8 represents

the five areas we identified.

ρ

µ
∆

Area A

Area B

Area D

Area C

Area E

Figure 5.8: The five areas

The following chapter examines what happens when players choose the move

order endogenously. Therefore, we add an additional time period as well as a

discount factor δ. Not surprisingly, this extension has no effect on the actions

in an equilibrium if there is no second mover advantage (areas A, B and C).

Otherwise, the decision to move first depends on whether the discount factor

is low enough, such that the discounted payoff of the simultaneous game δMi

is smaller than the payoff as first mover Hi. In other words, it depends on

whether the cost of waiting is higher than the cost of being the first mover.
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5.5 Endogenous Risk Timing

This section studies endogenous risk timing by introducing a second period.

The players can decide to take their actions in period t = 0 or t = 1. The

payoff in period t = 1 is discounted with 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1. The payoff can only be

determined after both players have taken their action. Yet, in a contest the

payoff relevant period is not obvious. We deal with this issue by assuming

that the time stops as soon as one player takes any action (see Simon (1987)

or Rosu et al. (2006)). Consequently, the contest takes place at the point in

time when the first player chooses an action. This allows us to separate timing

and risk decision. First, both players decide simultaneously whether to stop or

wait in t = 0. If one player decides to stop, he or she must first decide whether

to take the risky or safe action. Thereafter, the other player moves. If both

players stop, they take their actions simultaneously in t = 0. If both players

wait, they also take their actions simultaneously, but in t = 113.

We denote the payoff πti of player i at time t as H t
i if he or she moves first, as

Rt
i if he or she moves second and as M t

i if both players move simultaneously,

with π1
i = δπ0

i . Figure 5.9 represents the strategic form game of the timing

decision when players decide to stop or wait at t = 0.

T stop wait
stop M0

A M0
B H0

A R0
B

wait R0
A H0

B M1
A M1

B

Figure 5.9: Strategic form: Timing decision

We have already established the respective payoffs in the previous chapters.

M0
i is the winning probability of player i in a simultaneous case, H0

i and R0
j

are the winning probabilities in a sequential case where player i moves first and

player j second. Therefore, we identified five areas with different strategies in

at least one subgame (Figure 5.8).

The different equilibria for these areas are detailed in Proposition 4. We

distinguish between areas where there is no effect of the timing structure (part

1) and those where there is such an effect (part 2).

13We find every possible case in the two-period model. Later, we extend the periods and
discuss the robustness of these cases for many periods.
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Proposition 4 (part 1):

A: There exist subgame perfect Nash equilibria in which at least one player

stops and the leading14 player A takes the safe action and the trailing player

B takes the risky action if

µ

∆
≥ 1

λ
− 1 and

µ

∆
≤ 1− 1

λ
. (5.17)

The equilibria of the subgames M, H and R are given by Propositions 1a, 2a

and 3a.

B: There exist subgame perfect Nash equilibria in which at least one player

stops, the leading player A takes the risky action and the trailing player B

takes the risky action if

µ

∆
≥ 1

λ
− 1 and

µ

∆
≥ 1− 1

λ
. (5.18)

The Equilibria of the subgames M, H and R are given by Propositions 1b, 2b

and 3b.

C: There exist subgame perfect Nash equilibria in which at least one player

stops, the leading player A takes the safe action and the trailing player B takes

the risky action if
µ

∆
≤ 1

λ
− 1 and

µ

∆
≤ 1− 1

λ
. (5.19)

The Equilibria of the subgames M, H and R are given by propositions 1a, 2a

and 3c.

All three areas A, B and C have in common that the contest takes place in

t = 0 and that players have the same winning probabilities in all subgames M,

H and R. Therefore, stopping is a weakly dominant action in the first stage of

the game. Both players take the risky action in area B. In areas A and C the

leading player takes the safe action and the trailing player the risky action.

There is no difference between the different timing structures. In all three

areas, it does not matter which player moves first; they end up with the same

14Note: Leading in the contest not first moving.
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observed actions and the same winning probabilities.

This result is not true for areas D and E. In these areas, timing structure

matters since there are different payoffs in different subgames. In addition,

the equilibria do not only depend on ∆, µ and ρ but also on σ and δ. The

resulting subgame perfect Nash equilibrium follows one of four cases15(Figure

5.10).

ρ

µ
∆

0.5 1
IV III

II

II

I

Figure 5.10: Schematic representation: Possible cases for areas D & E

Each case represents a equilibrium timing decision; (I) both players wait, (II) player A stops, (III) player B

stops, (IV) one of both players stops, see Proposition 4 (part 2).

The equilibrium timing decisions in the four cases are: (I) both players wait,

(II) player A stops, (III) player B stops, (IV) one of both players (might16)

stop. The only situation in which a player might be willing to stop is when

the discount factor is low enough such that waiting is no longer dominant. For

both players, there is a critical discount factor δ̃i which determines whether

waiting is dominant or not. Waiting is no longer dominant when the first

mover payoff at t = 0 is higher than the payoff in a mixed equilibrium at

15Yet, not all cases exist every time.
16In a pure strategy equilibrium, one of them stops.
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t = 1, i.e. the discount from waiting becomes higher than the first mover

disadvantage17. Therefore, the critical discount factor is a measure for the

first mover disadvantage, ranging from 1 (no disadvantage) to 0 (the player

loses if he stops).

Lemma 4 – The critical discount factor is given by δ̃i =
H0
i

M0
i

and is symmetrical

about the ρ-axis.

This critical discount factor symmetry leads to a symmetry of the cases. We

discuss the reason in more detail after the definition of the cases with respect

to the discount factors of both players. The equilibria in the four possible cases

of areas D and E are presented in the second part of Proposition 4.

Proposition 4 (part 2):

If

1− 1

λ
≤ µ

∆
≤ 1

λ
− 1, (5.20)

there exist subgame perfect Nash equilibria depending on δ and the critical δ̃i

in four different cases, with the sub-cases D (µ ≥ 0) and E (µ ≤ 0). The four

possible cases are:

Case I: If

δ ≥ δ̃A and δ ≥ δ̃B, (5.21)

there exists a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium where no player stops and both

players choose a mixed strategy at t = 1.

Case II: If

δ ≤ δ̃A and δ ≥ δ̃B, (5.22)

D: ...there exists a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium where player A stops and

takes the risky action and player B waits and takes the safe action.

E: ...there exists a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium where player A stops and

takes the safe action and player B waits and takes the risky action.

Case III: If

δ ≥ δ̃A and δ ≤ δ̃B, (5.23)

there exists a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium where player B stops and takes

17Note that the disadvantage here is measured in relation to the case with no first mover.
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the risky action and player A waits and takes the risky action

Case IV: If

δ < δ̃A and δ < δ̃B, (5.24)

there exists a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in pure strategies where either

...player B stops and takes the risky action and player A waits and takes

the risky action.

...player A stops and takes the risky action and player B waits and takes

the safe action (only in D).

...player A stops and takes the safe action and player B waits and takes

the risky action (only in E).

Or, there is a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium with mixed strategies in the

first stage timing decision18.

In Case I, where the discount factor δ is not low enough to convince any player

to stop, both players wait until t = 1, finding themselves in a simultaneous

game. In Case II (H0
A > M1

A), waiting is dominant for player B and the best

response of player A is to stop. There is an asymmetric subgame perfect Nash

equilibria in which player A stops at t = 0 and takes the risky action (safe

action if µ < 0) and player B waits and takes the safe action (risky action

if µ < 0). In Case III (H0
B > M1

B) waiting is dominant for player A. Hence,

player B stops and takes the risky action and player A waits and takes the risky

action. Case IV is the area near the borders where the first mover disadvantage

is small (and zero at the border). Here, the best response for both players is

to stop if the other players waits and to wait if the other player stops. There

are asymmetric equilibria in pure strategies in which one player stops and the

other player waits. In addition, there is a symmetric equilibrium in which

players use a mixed strategy for their timing decision.

Lemma 4 determine a critical discount factor δ̃i for both players. A small

δ̃i suggests a high first mover disadvantage for player i. If the given δ is

larger than δ̃i, waiting is dominant for player i, otherwise his best response

is stopping if the other player waits. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 in the Appendix

18This is equivalent to; there is an equilibrium in behavior strategies. We focus on the
pure strategy equilibria in this study.
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display the critical δ̃i for different µ and ρ. We find that those critical values

are similar for lower correlations and values near the border with other areas.

These similarities are more stable for higher variances of risky strategies. For

lower variances, the critical discount factor of player B undercuts that of A

rapidly. The same is true for high correlations.

The critical discount factors are mirrored at the ρ-axes. This symmetry is

based on the fact that the resulting winning probabilities in a sequential case

depend on the absolute expected outcome |µ|. They are independent of µ if

both players choose the same action. If both players choose different actions,

which is the case if A moves first, the winning probability for A is Φ
(

∆+|µ|
σ

)
because he chooses the risky action exactly when µ > 0. Therefore, the first

mover disadvantage is higher near the ρ-axes. It is also higher for higher

correlations since then player B’s winning probability as a first mover converts

to 0, even if both choose risky. For higher standard deviations σ, the magnitude

of the effect for µ decreases and that of ρ increase.

The effects on the extent of the four cases are illustrated in Figures 5.13 and

5.14 in the Appendix. Moreover, Cases I and III vanish for low δ and low σ.19

Case I (both wait till t = 1) occurs if both critical discount factors are smaller

than δ, which means that both players prefer discounting over the disadvantage

of the first mover, which is less likely for a smaller δ, i.e. a high discount. Case

III (B moves first) only occurs if δ̃B ≥ δ ≥ δ̃A, which does not happen for

small δ. What remains are Cases II and IV. Case II (A moves first) for high

correlations, where the first mover disadvantage for player B is high, and Case

IV for low correlations, where the disadvantage is moderate and similar for

both players. For smaller standard deviations σ, the first mover disadvantage

for player B is much higher, even for low correlations. Therefore, for small σ,

Case II is much more common and case IV only occurs near the border with

adjacent areas.

Robustness under many short periods

The model so far, with only two periods, is sufficient and enables all possible

cases to be identified. Now, we discuss shortly the robustness of those cases

to an extension of periods. Imagine a situation with many short periods. At

the beginning of each period, both players decide simultaneously whether to

19Note: For δ = 1 there is only case I. All other cases need discounting to exist.
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stop or wait. If one player i stops at period t, the game ends with a contest in

t where player i moves first. Otherwise, it progresses to the next period until

the last period t = T where both players choose their actions simultaneously.

To begin, there are no additional cases other than the four identified in the

two period model. In the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium (I) both players

wait and play a mixed strategy at T , (II) player A stops at t = 0, (III) player

B stops at t = 0, or (IV) one player stops at t = 020.

Cases II and III are robust to such a situation while Cases I and IV become

smaller or vanish. Therefore, such a situation allows to make a clear statement

on who is the first mover21 and that he stops at t = 0.

Introducing many periods T , such that δT becomes small, has similar impli-

cations for the area of Case I than the effect of a high discount factor. If δT

is sufficiently small, i.e. smaller than at least one critical discount factor δ̃i,

there is always at least one player who stops and moves first22. If at least one

player stops, there is no Case I. If there are shorter periods23, the area of case

IV shrinks since it becomes less likely that both players reach their critical

discount factor in the same period.

Consider a t̃i we call the point of no return for player i. This t̃i is the last

period in which player i receives a higher payoff if he stops than if he waits

until T , where both players choose a mixed strategy. As such, player i would

not stop at any t > t̃i and therefore, will wait until T , i.e. H t̃i
i ≥ MT

i and

H t̃i+1
i ≤ MT

i or equivalently using the critical discount factor δT−t̃i ≤ δ̃i and

δT−t̃i−1 ≥ δ̃i.

In a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium the player with the later point of no

return will move first. Using backwards induction, a player i stops at t̃i only

if the other player j will not stop later at any time before T , i.e. if player

j’s point of no return has already passed, t̃i ≥ t̃j. If a player stops at any

point in time, it is always better for her or him to stop in an earlier period

and subsequently at t = 0. If he stops in every period t < t̃i player j never

stops. As a result, there are three different possibilities. First, there is no t̃i

and the players wait until T , i.e. δT ≤ δ̃i for both players, resulting in Case I.

With more periods, i.e. a smaller δT , this becomes less likely. Second, players

20Or, both play a behavior strategy.
21As long as δ̃A 6= δ̃B
22Note that the critical δ̃A of player A is always larger than 0.5, so δT ≤ 0.5 is always

enough.
23Or, in the limit, if there is continues time.
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have different points of no return, w.o.l.g. t̃i > t̃j, and player i stops at t = 0,

leading to Case II if i = A and to Case III if i = B. Third, both players have

the same point of no return t̃i = t̃j, which leads to Case IV. This becomes less

likely with shorter periods, in a continuous time setting it is only the case if

the critical discount factors are equal (δ̃i = δ̃j).

As a result, there are two robust24 areas; one for every player being a first

mover. At the border between those areas both equilibria are possible25. The

first mover is the player with the higher critical discount factor and he or she

stops at t = 0.

5.6 Conclusion

We study a simple contest model with different dynamic structures. We find

the general intuition that leading players secure their lead with safe strate-

gies while the trailing player gambles for resurrection only to be true for low

enough expected gains from taking the risk and low or negative correlations

between the available risky strategies. For higher expected gains but still low

correlations, we find that both players choose a risky action in an equilibrium.

This result is true for all studied dynamics.

Timing dynamics only matter for higher correlations. Under those high cor-

relations there is a first mover drawback. If the leading player moves first,

forced or endogenous, he takes a risky option and leaves the safe one to the

trailing player as long as the expected risk outcome is positive. In a simulta-

neous contest, it is at least more likely that the risk is taken by the leading

player, while it is more likely for the trailing player to take the risky option if

the expected outcome is negative. In a case where the trailing player moves

first, forced or endogenous, both players take the risky option.

If the move order is endogenous, both players may decide to wait and accept

a discount in order not to suffer from a first mover disadvantage. From a

welfare or policy point of view, such a state is inefficient. Those inefficient

states are looming if correlations are high, if the risky strategies’ variances are

high, and/or if their expected values are relatively low. On the other hand,

they are less likely to appear when the magnitude of the potential inefficiency,

i.e. the discount, is very high.

24I.e. they exist under a long continuous time period.
25As well as a equilibrium in behavior strategies.
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5.7 Appendix

Figures

Player A (blue) - Player B (green)

Figure 5.11: Critical discount factor δ̃i depending on ρ ( µ∆ = 0.1)
The critical discount factor δ̃i determines whether waiting is dominant. If the actual discount factor δ falls

below δ̃i, waiting is no longer dominant.
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Player A (blue) - Player B (green)

Figure 5.12: Critical discount factor δ̃i depending on µ
∆ (ρ = 0.6)

The critical discount factor δ̃i determines whether waiting is dominant. If the actual discount factor δ falls
below δ̃i, waiting is no longer dominant.
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Case I (light green) - Case II (dark blue) - Case III (dark green) - Case IV (light blue)

Figure 5.13: Cases for various discount factors δ - (σ = 1.5, ∆ = 1)
Case stand for the equilibrium timing decisions; (I) both players wait, (II) player A stops, (III) player B

stops, (IV) one of both players stops.
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Case I (light green) - Case II (dark blue) - Case III (dark green) - Case IV (light blue)

Figure 5.14: Cases for various standard deviations σ - (δ = 0.95, ∆ = 1)
Case stand for the equilibrium timing decisions; (I) both players wait, (II) player A stops, (III) player B

stops, (IV) one of both players stops.
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Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1: If B plays safe, A’s best response is always safe, because

P ss
A = 1. If B plays risky, the best response of A is risky if P rr

A > P sr
A . This is

true if

Φ

(
∆

σλ

)
> Φ

(
∆− µ
σ

)
(5.25)

µ

∆
> 1− 1

λ
. (5.26)

Her best response is safe if P rr
A < P sr

A , which is true if µ
∆
< 1− 1

λ
, and she is

indifferent if P rr
A = P sr

A , which is true if µ
∆

= 1− 1
λ

. �

Proof of Lemma 2: If A plays safe, B’s best response is always risky, because

P ss
B = 0. If A plays risky, the best response of B is risky if P rr

B > P rs
B , which

is true if

Φ

(
−∆

σλ

)
> Φ

(
−∆− µ

σ

)
(5.27)

µ

∆
>

1

λ
− 1. (5.28)

His best response is safe if P rr
B < P rs

B , which is true if µ
∆
< 1

λ
− 1, and he is

indifferent if P rr
B = P rs

B , which is true if µ
∆

= 1
λ
− 1. �

Proof of Propositions 1: This is the direct implication of Lemma 1 & 2.

See Nieken and Sliwka (2010).

Proof of Lemma 3: With the probabilities of playing risky26:

p =
Φ
(−∆+µ

σ

)
Φ
(−∆+µ

σ

)
+ Φ

(−∆−µ
σ

)
− Φ

(−∆
σλ

) , (5.29)

and

q =
1− Φ

(
∆+µ
σ

)
1 + Φ

(
∆
σλ

)
− Φ

(
∆+µ
σ

)
− Φ

(
∆−µ
σ

) . (5.30)

26Nieken and Sliwka (2010)
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Insert them into the winning probabilities Mi:

MA = q · Φ
(

∆− µ
σ

)
+ (1− q) (5.31)

= 1−
1− Φ

(
∆+µ
σ

)
− Φ

(
∆−µ
σ

)
+ Φ

(
∆+µ
σ

)
· Φ
(

∆−µ
σ

)
1 + Φ

(
∆
σλ

)
− Φ

(
∆+µ
σ

)
− Φ

(
∆−µ
σ

) , (5.32)

MB = p · Φ
(
−∆− µ

σ

)
(5.33)

=
Φ
(−∆+µ

σ

)
· Φ
(−∆−µ

σ

)
Φ
(−∆+µ

σ

)
+ Φ

(−∆−µ
σ

)
− Φ

(−∆
σλ

) . (5.34)

Inserting a fix µ̄ the winning probabilities only depend on |µ̄| because MA(µ̄) =

MA(−µ̄) and MB(µ̄) = MB(−µ̄). �

Proof of Propositions 2: The best response s∗A of player A given the action

of B is according to Lemma 1:

(risky, safe) if
µ

∆
≥ 1− 1

λ
(5.35)

(safe, safe) if
µ

∆
≤ 1− 1

λ
. (5.36)

So, B takes s∗B = risky in the first stage, otherwise he loses. �

Proof of Propositions 3: The best response s∗B of player B given the action

of A is according to Lemma 2:

(risky, risky) if
µ

∆
≥ 1

λ
− 1 (5.37)

(safe, risky) if
µ

∆
≤ 1

λ
− 1. (5.38)

According to Lemma 1, if µ
∆
≥ 1

λ
− 1 and B plays (risky, risky), A plays

risky if
µ

∆
≥ 1− 1

λ
(5.39)

safe if
µ

∆
≤ 1− 1

λ
. (5.40)

If µ
∆
≤ 1

λ
− 1 and B plays (safe, risky), A plays

risky if µ ≥ 0 (5.41)

safe if µ ≤ 0. (5.42)

�
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Proof of Lemma 4: Waiting is a strictly dominant action at t = 0 for player

i if and only if R0
i > M0

i and M1
i > H0

i . Because R0
i > M0

i > H0
i holds for

areas D and E (see proposition 4) waiting is not strictly dominant if and only

if M1
i ≤ H0

i . With M1
i = δM0

i the critical delta is δ̃i =
H0
i

M0
i

and waiting is not

strictly dominant for player i if and only δ ≤ δ̃i. �

HA = Φ
(

∆+|µ|
σ

)
and HB = Φ

(
∆
σλ

)
are symmetrical about the ρ-axis. In

addition, MA and MB are symmetrical about the ρ-axis according to Lemma

3. Therefore, the critical δ̃i as well as their difference δ̃A− δ̃B are symmetrical

about the ρ-axis. �

Proof of Proposition 4: The subgame payoffs M, H and R are given by

propositions 1, 2 and 3, with M1 = δM0. Given these payoffs the NEs (x∗a, x
∗
B)

in the first stage are (stop,stop), (wait, stop) and (stop, wait) if and only if

M0
i = H0

i = R0
i > M1

i with i = A,B (5.43)

which is the case if and only if

µ

∆
≤ 1− 1

λ
or

µ

∆
≥ 1

λ
− 1. (5.44)

This is true for area A, B and C.

For areas D and E;

1− 1

λ
<
µ

∆
<

1

λ
− 1, (5.45)

it holds that

R0
i > M0

i > H0
i with i = A,B. (5.46)

The best response of player i if the other player j chooses stop is wait. The

best response of i if j chooses wait is stop if and only if

H0
i ≥ δM0

i . (5.47)

For a given δ there are four possible cases. We categorize them as;

(I) H0
A < M1

A and H0
B < M1

B,

(II) H0
A > M1

A and H0
B < M1

B,

(III) H0
A < M1

A and H0
B > M1

B,

(IV) H0
A > M1

A and H0
B > M1

B.

I: If and only if H0
i < δM0

i , with i = A,B, waiting is a dominant action for
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both players. Therefore, the only NE is (wait,wait)

II: If and only if H0
A > δM0

A and H0
B < δM0

B, waiting is a dominant action

for player B and not for player A. Therefore, player A stops, and the only NE

is (stop,wait).

III: If and only if H0
A < δM0

A and H0
B > δM0

B, waiting is a dominant action

for player A and not for player B. Therefore, player B stops, and the only NE

is (wait,stop).

IV: If and only ifH0
A > δM0

A and H0
B > δM0

B, waiting is not a dominant

action for both players. Therefore, the NEs in pure strategies are (wait, stop)

and (stop, wait), and there is a NE in behavior strategies.

In a behavior strategy A chooses the probability pstop such that B is indifferent,

and B chooses qstop such that A is indifferent between stopping and waiting with

pstop =
H0
B −M1

B

R0
B +H0

B −M0
B −M1

B

and qstop =
H0
A −M1

A

R0
A +H0

A −M0
A −M1

A

. (5.48)
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